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Erskine Hawkins Will Play For Junior-Senior Ball 
FRANK ANDERSON VAL FORGETT JACK TRIMMER 
Green, Livingston And 




Registration for seniors taking 
part in the Senior Day activities 
will be held from 8:00 to 12 00 
noon, Tuesday morning, April 28 in 
front of the Juice Shop. 
Seniors must pick up the "I Am 
A Senior" card at the time of reg- 
istration. A complete program of 
events for the day will be given 
out also. 
The general outline of events 
includes the constructive class 
project of the preparation of a pic- 
nic area for use on Mother's Day. 
Work on this project will 'begin at 
1:00 p. m. and last until 3:00 p 
m. when the field events will start 
at the stadium. 
A barbecue supper will be ser- 
ved from 5:30 to 6:30 p. m. 
The annual dance will be held 
in the field house from 8:00 to 
12:00 p. m. The Jungaleers will 
furnish the music. Prizes will be 
given away at the dance. 
Girls from Anderson and Green- 
ville have been invited to attend 
the dance and other events. How- 
ever, seniors are urged to bring 




Tiger Brotherhood, local ser- 
vice fraternity, will sponsor a 
square dance at the Field House, 
Saturday night, "April 25. from 
8:00 p. in. until 12:00 midnight. 
The music for the dance will 
he provided by the Clemson 
Cavaliers. The orchestra will 
provide music for round dancing 
as well as for square dancing. 
The Clemson Cavaliers is made 
up of Clemson students. They 
are J. C. Burns, trumpet; R. Wal- 
ker, drums; A. F. Copeland, 
piano, trombone: D. T. Carroll, 
LAWRENCE GRESSETTE 




Lawrence M. Gressette, arts and 
sciences junior of St. Matthews, 
was elected president of the Clem- 
son student body in elections held 
Thursday, April 16. He defeated 
Steve Griffith, Jr., arts and 
i science junior of Newberry, 711 
to 553. 
C. Jerry Hammett, animal hus- 
I bandry junior of Kingstree, was 
j named vice-president. He polled 
473 votes to Win over George B. 
Edwards with 240. John T. Gibbs 
with 230 and Hugh C. Humphries 
with  215. 
sax;  E.  P.  Yarnell, violin; 
Billy Fassinos, guitar. 
and 
Senior, Junior Staffs Picked;       \ 
Parrish, Bethune, Forgett Named 
Tommy Green, horticulture junior of Sumter, has been' 
elected editor of The Tiger for 1953-54.   He succeeds co-j 
Six Are Finalist 
In Contest For 
Trustee Medal 
ASME Meeting 
Held April! 4 
Final eliminations in the second 
I annual public speaking contest for 
| the Trustee Medal were held in 
! the chemistry auditorium, Mon- 
j day night, April 20. 
The Clemson Chapter of the six finalists were picked at pre- 
editors Charles Meiburg and Louis Henry, arts and sciences American Society   of  Mechanical ■ ijmmary eliminations held April 
seniors of Clemson 
Tom Livingston,  textile  manu- 
I Engineers met Tuesday night 
I April 14, in the newly-remodeled 
! auditorium in Riggs Hall. 
13. The finalists and their topics 
are F. E. Cookson, Jr., "The Prob- 
lems of Our Age"; F. C. Derrick, facturing junior of Norway,  williceeding Harold Owen, mechanical. 
succeed Glenn Morrison, electrical engineering senior of Greenville. plans were completed for the "A Challenge to Us as American 
engineering senior of Anderson, as: Bruce Parrish. architecture junior jfie*d trip to tne Celanese Corpo- Citizens"; S. C. Griffith, "The 
business manager. 
SERVING AS managing editor 
will be Carroll Moore, arts and 
sciences junior of Greenwood, sue- 
Alpha Zela Receives 
13 New Members 
At the regular bi-monthly meet- 
ing of the South Carolina chapter 
of Alpha Zeta, held April 13. thir- 
teen new members were initiated 
into the fraternity. 
The new members are as fol- 
lows: G. D. Odell, dairy post grad- 
uate of Easley; J. c. Debruhl, an 
of Cayce, will serve  as  associate Iration Plant  m  Rock  Hm-     ^ 
editor tr'p mcludes a tour of the power 
Filling the newly-created posi-!house used b^ the Plant and ob" 
tion of advertising manager will 
be Bob Bethune, ceramic engi- 
neering junior of Cheraw. 
Val   Forgett,   industrial   educa- 
tion junior of Teaneck, N. J., was 
servation   of   general   production 
processes and bleaching. 
»    *    * 
ALSO DURING the meeting a 
American System of Government"; 
L. F. Neville, "The Secret of Hap- 
piness" F. A. Nimmer, "The Stu- 
dent's View of the New Grade 
Point System"; and M. E. Pate, 
"Our American Way". 
The   speakers   were  introduced 
named    to    serve    as   circulation! and steam power plants operated 
manager.    He    succeeds    Johnny i by the Tennessee Valley Authority 
Fletcher, agricultural  engineering 
sophomore of Raleigh, N. C 
field trip to several of the dams by Professor John D. Lane of the 
English  Department.    Judges  for 
the final contest were: Mr. A. J. 
was suggested for the fall semes- j Brown, college treasurer; The Rev. 
ter of the next school year. I Emmet Gribben, rector of the Holy 
Frank   Anderson,   arts   and;    The remainder of the program! Trinity Episcopal Church, and Pro- 
sciences freshman of Clemson. was was devoted to the nomination ofifessor Gaston Gage of the School 
elected sports editor to succeed; officers for next semester. An 
Carroll Moore. Donald Dunlap, | election will be held at the next 
horticulture junior of  Rock Hill, j regularly   scheduled   meeting   on 
of Textiles. 
The winner of the Trustee Medal 
will   be   announced    during   the 
imal husbandry  senior of Union: I Green as news editor. 
J.   G.  Flanegan.   vocational  agri-!     Jack Trimmier, animal husban- 
was   named   to   succeed   Tommy'. April 28.   All members are urged!Scholarship  Recognition Day ex- 
to be present at this meeting. Seises to be held May 6. 
culture education junior of Clover: 
J. T. Floyd, agriculture engineer- 
ing junior of Nichols; C. J. Ham- 
mett, animal husbandry junior of 
dry senior of Bedford, Pa., was re- 
elected photographer. 
*    *    * 
NAMED TO FILL junior staff; 
Kingstree;- N. E. McGlohon. voca- Positions were L. W. King, textile 
tional agriculture education junior manufacturing junior of Cheraw. 
of aurens. ! assistant  advertising manager; 
Also, D. C. Martin, animal hus- j Murray Bates, animal husbandry 
bandry junior of Travelers Rest;i freshman of Neeses, assistant cir- 
G. A. Norris, vocational agricul-! culation manager; Joe McCown, 
ture education junior of Conway; | mechanical engineering freshman 
H. N. Padgett,  poultry junior  of 
S. G Student Government 
Association Meets Here 
Saluda; J. H. Suggs, animal hus- 
bandry junior of Loris; and B. L. 
Walpole, agronomy junior of 
John's Island. 
After the initiation of new mem- 
bers, the election of officers for 
next year was held. Those elect- 
ed were C. J. Walters, agriculture 
engineering junior of St. George, 
chancellor; R. M. North, vocational 
agriculture education junior of 
Stockton, Ga.; A. L. McCaskill, 
dairy junior of Bishopville. scribe; 
B. M. Sanders, dairy junior of Cor- 
dova, treasurer: and D. C. Martin, 
animal husbandry junior of Trav- 
elers Rest, chronicler. 
These officers will be installed 
at the l ext rpffiil; r meeting. 
The 'second  annual  convention' 
of the South    Carolina    Student 
Government    Association   opened 
here today for a two-day meeting, 
of Arlington, Va., copy editor; and!     Registration began at the Clem- 
Hob   Wheeler,   mechanical   engi-  son House at 11:00 this morning. 
neering freshman of Charleston, 
assistant sports editor. 
Also, Dick Edgeworth, mechani- 
cal engineering freshman of Harts- 
ville, assistant to the business man- 
ager; and Charles Sanders, arts 
and sciences freshman of Ninety 
Six, and Billy Cooper, mechanical 
engineering freshman of Naval 
Base, assistant news editors. 
The new staff will officially take 
over their responsibilities next 
week and will be recognized at ,the 
annual staff banquet Saturday, 
May 9. 
The retiring staff will act in an 
advisory capacity until the end 
of the school year. 
The group had lunch in the college 
mess hall. 
*    *    • 
AFTER LUNCH group discus- 
sions were held by members of the 
Clemson faculty and administra- 
tion. Leaders of the discussions 
included Walter T. Cox, "Students 
and the Public"; F. A. Burtner and 
F. B. Schirmer, "Students and Stu- 
dent Organizations"; K. N. Vick- 
ery, "Students and Administra- 
tion"; and H. L. Hunter and J. D. 
Lane, "Students and Faculty". 
Nominations for new officers organization is composed of stu- 
were held later this afternoon. The dent governments of the colleges, 
banquet was scheduled to be held i junior colleges, and universities of 
tonight at the Clemson House.        South Carolina. 
Tomorrow morning's session will 
open with the reports from the 
group discussions. Election of of- 
ficers will be held in the College 
Chapel at 11:00 a. m. 
Officers of the association are 
Miles Bruce, Clemson College, 
president; Julia Jones, Converse 
College, vice-president; Sue Rawl, 
Newberry College, secretary; Bar- 
bara Loadholt, Columbia College, 
treasurer; and Madeline Campbell, 
the University of South Carolina, 
historian. 
»   *   * 
THE ASSOCIATION was organ- 
ized last year by Floyd A. Spence. 
a graduate of the aw School at the 
University of South Carolina. The 
WILL INITIATE 
20 NEW MEIERS 
On May 2, the Clemson Chap- 
ter of Phi Kappa Phi will init- 
iate 20 new members. Fifteen ofj 
the initiates are Clemson students, | 
four are Clemson College faculty! 
members, and one is a Clemson! 
alumnus. Dr. Francis Pendleton j 
Gaines, Jr., President of Woffordj 
College, will be the speaker at the j 
Initiation banquet. 
Phi Kappa Psi is a national 
honor society whose purpose is 
to recognize and promote excel- 
lent scholarship. To be eligible 
for membership a Clemson Col- 
lege junior must have a cumula- 
tive grade point ratio of 7.5, and 
a senior must have a cumulative 
ratio of 6.5 (old system). Faculty 
members and alumni must have a 
record of -outstanding scholarship 
as college students and in their 
professional work since complet- 
ing college. 
The informal initiation cere- 
mony will be held in the Club 
Rooms of the Y. M. C. A. at 5:00 
P. M., Saturday, May 2. After 
the initiation of new members, 
the chapter will hold a short 
business meeting for the pur- 
pose of electing and installing 
new officers for the 1953-54 
academic year. 
The initiation banquet will be 
held at 6:00 p. m. in the Clemson 
Room of the Clemson House. The 
speaker, Dr. Francis Pendleton 
Gaines, Jr., was the leader of the 
faculty forums during the most 
recent Clemson College Religious 
Emphasis Week. 
The new initiates are H. E. 
Bradberry, textile engineering ju- 
nior of Greenwood; R. A. Brad- 
berry, industrial physics senior of 
Clemson; J. E. Dempsey, mechan- 
ical engineering junior of An- 
derson; G. N. Forlidas, pre-medi- 
cine senior of Clemson; H. C. 
Humphries, Jr., mechanical en- 
gineering junior of Sumter; Jo- 
seph Lindsay, III, pre-medicine 
junior of Clemson; J. T. McCar- 
ter, mechanical engineering ju- 
nior of Taylors; H. E. McCoy, Jr., 
civil engineering senior of Bish- 
opville. 
Also, G. R. Morgan, Jr., tex- 
tile manufacturing junior of 
Greenville; P. R. Nickles, elec- 
trical engineering Junior major 
of Hodges; M. R. Reese, Jr., 
electrical engineering junior of 
Greer; J. H. Sams, m, electri- 
cal engineering senior of Clem- 
son; B .M. Sanders, Jr., dairy 
junior of Cordova; C. J. Salt- 
ers, agricultural engineering 
junior of St. George; and C. E. 
White, chemistry, junior of 
'Continued on page 6) 
THE FOLLOWING SEVEN were 
named to the Senior Council for 
next year: Jerry E. fcempsey of 
Anderson, 825 votes; F. Reeves 
Cressette of Newberry, 766 votes; 
Lamar F. Neville of Newberry, 
640; Ames H. Wells of Columbia, 
637; Sam B. Murphree of Troy, 
Ala., 557; Ronald M. North of 
(Continued on page 6> 
Band Will Make 
Return Engagement 
The Central Dance Association   has   announced   that 
that Erskine Hawkins has been booked for the Taps-Junior 
Senior. Ball.    Hawkins will play for the Friday night for- 
mal ,dance on May 8 and for the Saturday night informal 
on May 9. 
On Friday afternoon the Haw- 
kins aggregation will give a concert 
in the College Chapel from 4:00 to 
6:00 o'clock. 
Tickets have been priced at $3.75 
for the Friday night dance and 
S3.25 for the Saturday night dance. 
Block tickets will be on sale at 
$6.50.NAdmission to the informal 
concert will be 25c. 
This will be a return engage- 
ment for Hawkins and his band. 
The group played for the Mid- 
Winter's Ball last year and has ap- 
peared here before. 
Hawkins, billed as the "20th 
Century Gabriel," is now touring 
the nation on a coast-to-coast tour 
He comes to Clemson from his 
Broadway triumph* at the Para- 
mount and Strand Theaters, the 
Lincoln Hotel, and the Savoy 
Ballroom. 
HAWKINS GOT his start in mu- 
sic when he was very young, 
playing various instruments but 
spending most of his time on the 
drums. While he was a student 
at Alabama State Teachers Col- 
lege, the school bandmaster sent 
out a call for a trumpet player to 
join the school band. In order to 
get the job Hawkins had to work 
night and day with a tutor to learn 
the technique of the horn. "The 
Hawk" learned so rapidly that 
within a few months he was sit- 
ing in the first-trumpet chair with 
the band. 
During the summer of 1934 the 
band played for a dance at the 
Roseiand Ballroom in 'Asbury 
Park, N. J. and at the Harlem 
Opera House. The leader of the 
band couldn't meet the engage- 
ment so Hawk took over the posi- 
tion. They were later booked at 
the Ubangi Club as the "Bama 
State Collegians Orchestra." While 
at the Uhangi and the Harlem 
Uproar Club Erskine Hawkins was 
heralded as the World's foremost 
trumpet player. Loew's State 
Theater signed the contingent and 
the band was established as a hit. 
Hawkins and his aggregation 
ERSKINE   HAWKINS 
opened a successful tour of road 
engagements, then returned to 
re-open the Uproar House. It had 
closed when he left on his tour 
since no other group was able to 
fill the stand as well as the 
Hawk. 
During the 1937 season, the 
band toured with Stepen Fetchit 
and in the summer of 1938 it wa» 
booked for the Savoy Ballroom— 
"The Home of Happy Feet." 
In July 1941 Erskine and his 
group were signed by the New 
York Paramount Theater, the mec- 
ca of swing bands, for a two- 
week personal appearance. 
Since then Hawkins has played 
all the major theaters in the coun- 
try. He holds the record at the 
Lincoln Hotel in New York where 
his many return engagaments al- 
ways result in overflow crowds 
every night. 
Humphries, Mitchell, Enos 
Win In Tuesday Election 
Hugh C. Humphries, mechanical 
engineering junior of Sumter, was 
elected president of the senior 
class for 1953-54 in elections held 
Tuesday, April, 21. He defeated 
George R. Griffin, agronomy jun- 
ior of Leesville, 172 to 152. 
Allston T. Mitchell, textile en- 
gineering and textile manufactur- 
ing sophomore of Greenville, was 
named president of the rising 
junior class. He received 105 
votes to defeat Arthur E. Brown, 
ceramic engineering sophomore of 
Florence, 60 votes; John W. Sowell, 
vocational agriculture education 
sophomore of Kershaw, 32 votes; 
and Jesse A. White, pre-medicine 
sophomore of Greensboro, N. C, 
95 votes. 
W. Kenneth Enos, chemical en- 
gineering freshman of Charleston 
received 97 votes to be named 
president of the rising sophomore 
class. He defeated C. R. Maxwell, 
mechanical engineering freshman 
of Greenville, with 91 votes, and 
j G. D. Morgan, textile manufactur- 
■ ing freshman of Greenville, with 
| 69 votes. 
Joseph    Lindsay,    pre-medicine 
junior of Clemson was named 
vice-president of the senior class 
with 144 votes. He topped W. J. 
Cunningham, horticulture junior 
of Lancaster, with 111 and F. H. 
Denton, education junior of Dal- 
las, Ga., 70. 
W. F. Webb, civil engineering 
junior of Brunson, was named sec- 
retary by acclamation. 
W. L. Bross, electrical engineer- 
ing junior of Greenwood, defeated 
C. B. Elmore, agronomy junior of 
Bishopville, by a tally of 161 to 
156 for class treasurer. 
JUNIORS ELECTED as repre- 
sentatives to student government 
for the senior class are B. F. Dod- 
son,   animal husbandry,   Duncan; 
D. B. Dunlap, horticulture, Rock 
Hill; J. T. Gibbs, mechanical en- 
gineering, North Augusta; S. C. 
Griffith, arts and sciences, New- 
berry; and H. N. Padget, poultry, 
Saluda. 
J. P. Truluck, pre-medicine, 
Lake City, was elected vice-presi- 
dent of the rising junior class. He 
defeated G. R. Buck, architec- 
tural engineering, Columbia and 
W. W. Weldon, vocational agri- 
culture    education,    Bennetsville. 
Named secretary was D. L. Har- 
rison, textile manufacturing, Brun- 
scn, who defeated J. H. Hardee, 
agriculture engineering, Loris, and 
W. A. Key, textile manufacturing, 
Columbia. 
George U. Bennett, arts and 
sciences sophomore of Columbia 
has been named treasurer. He led 
W. W. Craln, dairy, Chester, and 
C. H. Ferguson, textile manufac- 
turing, Great Falls. 
Junior class representatives 
named were: R. L. Best, mechan- 
ical engineering, Ulmers; T. W. 
Bookhart, electrical engineering, 
Kingstree; F. C. Derrick, pre- 
medicine, Johnston; J. W. Gas- 
que, electrical engineering, Colum- 
bia; and D. Morris, civil engineer- 
ing, Shelby, N. C. 
J. F. Long, mechanical engineer- 
ing  freshman   of  Greenville,  de- 
feated J. W. Grey, pre-medicine, 
Greenville; W. P. Hood, pre-vet- 
erinary, Hickory Grove; and J. W. 
Sumers,  architecture  engineering, 
Orangeburg;  for  sophomore  class 
vice-president. B. J. Arnold, elec- 
trical    engineering    freshman   of 
Laurens, defeated L. A. Chaddick, 
chemical engineering,  Charleston, 
for secretary.    Z. O.  Brock, tex- 
j tile engineering freshman of Iva, 
was named treasurer.   He defeat- 
ed   J.   F.   Devaney.   architecture, 
I Charleston; J. G. Gibson, arts and 
I sciences,   GreenviUe;   and   J.   D. 
Pitts,     mechanical     engineering, 
I Rock Hill. 
N.   G.   Bates,  mechanical  engi- 
neering, Wateree; J. W. BridwelL 
textile  manufacturing,   Woodruff; 
R. M. Buck,    animal    husbandry,- 
Mt. Pleasant; J. B. Butt, chemical 
| engineering,     Greensboro,  N.   C; 
j and W. L. Coleman, architecture, 
'Pamplico,   were   named    sopho- 
I rrore class representatives. 
H. C. HUMPHRIES W   K. ENOS A. T. MITCHELL 
'Tower' Staff To 
Sponsor Dance 
The staff of The Clemson Tower 
I will sponsor a dance to be held in 
jthe club rooms of the YMCA at 
8:00 p. m. Saturday night, May 2. 
Girls from Anderson College, 
! Seneca, and Clemson have been 
i invited to attend. 
Admission will be 25c. Music 
will be furnished by records. 1 
Page 2 
Do What Is Expecied 
Of You On Sen/or Day 
DURING SENIOR DAY, the Engineers' Council for Pro- 
fessional Development will be on the campus inspect- 
ing and judging the facilities of the Engineering Depart-' 
ments. This is the official accrediting council which rates 
the various schools of engineering throughout the country 
every five years. This inspection represents the initial ac- 
crediting of the Agricultural Engineering Department and 
the re-accrediting of the departments in the engineering 
school. And on behalf of the school it behooves us to gov- 
ern our actions that such accrediting might not be impaired. 
Few of us will ever forget the impact which Senior Day 
1951 had upon the school. For no one can overlook or deny 
the aftermath of destruction of property wrought by such 
vandalism. Actions of that nature represent an appalling 
underestimation of the seriousness of the problem at hand 
and, if continued, will lead to the disbandment of Senior 
Day privileges. The Senior Class of 1953 has held an en- 
viable record which should not be degraded by a superficial 
consideration of this appeal.- 
It is my observation that men can be judged by the 
manner in which they make decisions. Many face life with 
a stern reality and reveal their strength of character in the 
decisions they make. But a far greater number deny them- 
selves that right, never balancing the scales of "pro" and 
"con", never crystalizing the essence of laudable opinions 
into decisions. These are the simple "lodgers in life" whose 
shallow consideration of the problem might result in con- 
duct which would send "toboggening" the class esteem, re- 
spect, and privileges to which* the officers have held so 
firmly. 
This is a moment of decision which I urge you to use 
wisely. By our actions we can assert the trust placed in 
us by the administration or denounce it and thereby bring 
an end to Senior Day activities. Let's do what is expected 
of us. 
—Rembert Stokes 
Appreciation For Help; 
Luck To Incoming Staff 
IT is with reluctance that we relinquish the editorial reigns 
of The Tiger. For two years we have attempted to 
record the activities of Clemson and Clemson men. We 
have watched Clemson grow. And we have seen Clemson 
men take their positions as leaders throughout the world. 
We have worked hard to keep ahead or abreast of the 
news.   And now we are tired. 
Before writing "—30—" to our final editorial, we would 
like to thank a few of the many who have made our journ- 
alistic tasks easier. We are indebted to Professor John 
Lane, Dr. R. F. Poole, the Business Manager's Office, Wal- 
ter Cox, John Califf, and Brent Breedin. To these our sin- 
cere appreciation is extended. 
To the incoming staff we relinquish the duties and re- 
sponsibilities of The Tiger—a part of one of this country's 
greatest institutions. To them'our congratulations are ex- 
tended. Through their efforts may The Tiger continue to 
work to make a great Clemson greater. 
Thursday, April 23, 1953 
GUEST EDITORIAL 





I'm no moralist or essayist, Tom, 
but I felt obligated to write you 
a thank-you note for the most 
interesting and eventful years of 
my life. On June 7, T hope to 
graduate and be able , to say 
proudly that I went to Clemson. 
Tom, what I'm leading to con- 
cerns you and every senior and 
under-classman at this school. 
Probably you remember a tradi- 
tion called "Senior Day." 
Well, this year the seniors are 
planning another. In 1950 and 1951, 
the graduating seniors had a black 
mark against them for they took 
part in the worst vandalism ever 
seen here at Clemson. 
I want to reassure you, Tom, 
and say that I, and every other 
senior up here, will do our best 
to give this, our graduating class, 
not a black mark, but a mark of 
distinction by having the most en- 
joyable and finest Senior Day ever. 
Do you think that's too much 
to ask of the seniors? Thought 
you would agree, Tom. See ya' on 
the  28th. 
Respectfully, 
J. G. Campbell, '53 
Platter Chatter 
E. L. Carnes 
The man every jazz fan should 
watch for the latest thing in mod- 
ern music is a pianist-arranger 
named Dave Bruebeck. His main 
idea about what will be done 
about jazz in the next year in- 
volves the dropping of the piano 
from the rhythm section of the 
big bands. 
Although the thought of no pia- 
no in a band will have most peo- 
ple thinking of a horse with three 
legs actually will bring out the 
use of bass and drums to their 
best advantage. 
The only band to try this to 
this date is Gerry Mulligan, and 
confidentially, it is great. No rec- 
ords have been made available at 
this time, but they are soon to be 
released. 
*   *   * 
THIS WEEK'S CROP of "new" 
tunes are led by a couple of old 
standards done up like they have 
never been done before. Sarah 
Vaughn has waxed "Spring Will 
Be a Little Late This year", and 
"A Blues Serenade." 
And Doris Day has doubled her 
effort and recorded an album 
from her latest picture "By the 
Light of the Silvery Moon" and 
a single of "When the Red, Red 
Robbin" and "Beautiful Music to 
Love By." The album has many 
old favorites headed by "If You 
Were the Only Girl"  and "Ain't 
We Got Fun". 4 * «    * / 
IF YOU ARE just wandering 
around looking and listening to 
records before you make any pur- 
chases, listen to "No One Will 
Ever Know" • by Tony Bennett; 
"Baltimore Oriole" by the Four 
Freshmen; "The Nearness of You" 
by Bob Manning; and "Love 
Light" by Vic Damone. 
These records may never be on 
the top of the hit parade but they 
are good listening in anybody's 
book. - 
* *   * 
THE STAN KENTON ensemble 
is back again with another al- 
bu i that as usual sets the pace 
in its field. The album, entitled 
"New Concepts", features Conti 
Condoli in "Portrait of a Count;" 
Sal Salvodore and Maynard Fer- 
guson in "Invitation For Guitar 
and Trumpet;" and "My Lady" 
by Lee Konitz on alto sax. 
The other names in the album 
are good all around band num- 
bers such as "23oN-82oW," 
"Young Blood," and "Frankly 
Speaking." Since Stan has re- 
organized his band it would seem 
that he can do no wrong with his 
records. 
So Long, Troops, It Has Really Been 
A Great Year For A Great School 
THE LAST OF THE COLUMNS 
This is (sob) it. Yes, this is the last 
time that a)l you dear readers, namely, 
mother, father, and my old lady (whom I 
outweigh 50 pounds), will have the privi- 
lege of reading this column under this by- 
line. 
From now on out this complaint-sugges- 
tion-orchid department will be in the direc- 
tion of a qualified journalist, Carroll Moore, 
lately of the sports staff. If Carroll writes 
as well in this column as he does his sports 
column, this part of the paper should be 
worth reading. 
Prom the journalist's point of view this 
has been a good year. There has usually 
been some news happening that has been 
interesting to comment upon. And I think 
that from any point of view this has been 
a good year, and also I think that everyone 
will agree that the year has passed rather 
rapidly. 
Two very important changes that oc- 
curred this year come to my mind while 
pondering over the year's events. One 
was the elimination of hazing and the 
other was the discontinuation of reveille. 
I have only one comment on these two 
items, that being on the first. The up- 
perclassmen next year should try to look 
for some constructive undertakings to 
replace hazing. Clemson really needs 
it. 
The laundry and the mess hall are usual- 
ly very inviting places to mention in a 
column of this sort. But I haven't said 
anything about either this year because I 
feel that they are trying to do a commend- 
able job. But one improvement that the 
subsistance department could make next 
year is to strike the meal headed by Bruns- 
wick stew from the menu. Really, some- 
thing else could be substituted for it. 
The construction of the ceramics build- 
ing was big news this year. This building, 
when it is completed this year, should real- 
ly be appreciated by the engineering stu- 
dents with the extra room it will provide 
for expansion. While we are on the sub- 
ject of building if anyone with a little 
money wants their name tagged to an au- 
ditorium or some such building, they can 
probably find an opening here at Clemson. 
Before I put an end to this column 1 
would like to remind the students that 
the annual spring inspection is not far 
off and I am sure that if all the students 
put out a little extra effort this inspec- 
tion will be the best yet. But I hope that 
everyone will attend the dances that 
Aveekend and will have a great time. 
In a farewell column it seems like the 
writer should be able to leave some wise 
words to his readers about everything. But 
I guess you people are just lucky since I 
can't think of wise words about anything. 
But I would like to thank all the people 
who gave me ideas for this column, some of 
which were invaluable. I am quite sure 
that Carroll would like to be the spokes- 
man of the students if and when a student 
has some suggestion that would merit pub- 
lication. 
This seems to be about all, so goodbye 
and good luck, everybody. 
Don't Get Me Wrong, But... 
Clemson Is On The Verge Of Losing 
Another Traditon; Bedtime Story 
By Alan Cannon 
SPEAKING OF SPEAKING 
Clemson is on the verge of losing another 
great tradition. The speech contest, which 
was in the past years sponsored by the dif- 
ferent forensic societies, has now dropped 
to the hands of the English professors. 
I don't mean that this is bad, but it does 
mean that the interest in such* a project 
has been completely dropped.   The root 
of this trouble lies in the fact that the 
forensic societies no longer exist on the 
campus.    There   must  be   some   reason 
why interest in this program dropped. 
I hate to put it this way, but the desire 
for culture is non-existant on this campus. 
Students here have the mistaken belief that 
all that is needed for a good college educa- 
tion is to know just one certain field.    I 
dqn't care if you intend to be a civil engi- 
neer and drag yourself through mud and 
muck for the rest of your life—you should 
have the cultural background that is es- 
sential to all people to make a real go of 
life.   The past few sentences, I realize, are 
slightly off the deep end but it's about time 
someone said something about the situa- 
tion. 
A BED TIME STORY FOR 
SENIOR COUNCIL MEMBERS 
"Once upon a time there was a real big 
boy who went to a country school. His 
name was Wheel. He was older (though 
no smarter) than most of the other little 
barefoot pupils, so the teacher let him 
watch over them at recess. 
"If any of the little pupils threw rocks 
at the old schoolhouse, Wheel would 
send them home. Also, he would send 
home any pupil who snatched candy 
from another.   Nobody objected much to 
Wheel's  doings,  because  nobody    liked 
stealers very much. 
"When one of the pupils sneaked out of 
the classroom during class hours, or when 
one of them cut school too much, the teach- 
er, Mr. Billiards, and the principal, Mr. 
Brownie, would get together and either 
make him stand in the corner for fifteen 
minutes or send him home. When one pu- 
pil tore a split in the seat of his pants Mr. 
Brownie would sew the pants. Some- 
times the split would be too big to sew, and 
the teacher and the principal would have 
to send the pupil with the badly split pants 
home. 
"One day at recess, Wheel saw a boy 
with a big tear in the seat of his pants. 
Wheel knew that the boy had already 
been sent home once before for torn 
pants, so Wheel took it upon himself to 
send the boy home. 
"Most of the pupils thought that the boy 
with the bad tear should have been sent 
home, but they didn't think that Wheel 
should have sent him. Most of the pupils 
were too "chicken" to say anything, 
though. 
"When the teacher and the principal 
were told about the incident, they smiled 
and said "OK". 
"The next day, Wheel, feeling as biggity 
as you please, came to school with a great 
big split in HIS pants—right squarely in 
the seat. Much to his surprise—he was 
cent home. 
"MORAL: Just because you think you're 
wheels, that's no sign you can't get too big 
for your britches." 
I can only say that I wish I had written 
it. 
nite scouts 
Clemson Pays Tribute To Her 
Sons Who Pioneered The Way 
By Grady Daniel 
In a few more weeks another school year 
at Clemson will come to a close. Each 
class will move up the ladder a notch to 
take the place of the class that preceded it. 
The junior class of this year will don gold 
braids to their caps, key chains, and attach 
a proud "4" to their collars. Many will 
realize that strenuous efforts have not been 
in vain. Distant dreams that some shaven 
freshman once had will have suddenly 
blossomed into reality. Reality as solid as 
the gold class ring they will wear on their 
fingers. "Stripes" will change to "buttons" 
and responsibility to more responsibility— 
from leaders to greater leaders. The "R. 
H. I. P." and "R. H. I. R." that is taught and 
preached in the military science classrooms 
will suddenly mean more than just an ab- 
breviation for words.   It will be lived. 
Another graduating class will sing the 
alma mater for the last time as students. 
They will leave Clemson with the very 
thing they came for as they prepare to as- 
sume a new role in life. Everything up to 
this point has been preparation. Now to 
begin practice. > 
• The freshman class of this year will hap- 
pily discard that plain, amorphous "1" and 
wear a curvaceous, graceful "2". The 
sophomore class will wear a more curva- 
ceous "3." For others it will mean filling 
someone else's shoes—the fellow that has 
gone before. Somehow it seems that we 
are constantly endeavoring to uphold the 
ideals and traditions of those who have 
gone before. 
It is the purpose of this column to pay 
tribute to "those who have gone before." To 
the sons of Clemson who have pioneered 
the way—to those who will go forth tomor- 
row to follow in their brothers footsteps.. 
It was through their efforts, their labor, 
and their lives that Clemson is what it is 
today. 
Clemson's sons fought valliantly in World 
War I. Through the services rendered by 
Clemson men in World War II, this institu- 
tion again received honorable recognition 
and its reputation boosted even higher. 
They were all great men, your friends and 
mine. They treated the same walkways 
across this campus, climbed the same steps, 
sat in the same classrooms, and slept in the 
same barracks. 
These things should be most prominent 
in our minds when at times we are prone 
to speak ill of Clemson. Why did we come 
here in the first place? Clemson is quite 
a reputable institution and is very well 
known—for its military, football teams, 
dances, and its leaders. If one day some 
member of our class should suddenly be- 
come President of this country, what would 
be the first thing we'd say? "He's a Clem- 
son man. He wris in my class. I roomed 
with him." Again we find that the tradi- 
tion of Clemson comes from those who 
have gone before. 
Not long ago I was scanning through the 
1947 Taps and as I read the dedication I 
couldn't help but think of the words of 
Byron . . . "with all her volumes vast, his- 
tory hath but one page." As I glanced at 
the many names lettered in gold on blue 
pages I felt a deep reverence inside   and 
unconsciously my soul offered a prayer to 
God for them, a prayer of thanksgiving and 
praise. I felt proud of Clemson. Prouder 
than ever before. Proud to have been a 
part of it.   Proud to be a son of Clemson. 
This is the dedication that engraved 
itself in my heart. "Greater love hath 
no man than this, that he lay down his 
life for his friends." To the sons of 
Clemson who lost their lives in an effort 
to win a war for democracy, we dedicate 
this the 1947 Taps. Our hearts are filled 
with reverence as we seek an appropriate 
tribute to their great sacrifice. 
We hallow the pathway by which these 
men molded their lives at Clemson as we 
vividly recall their friendships and smil- 
ing faces. Theirs is the power and the 
glory, for they were peaceful men, want* 
' ing for themselves only an opportunity 
to cultivate and prove their love for 
treasured rights, those of life, liberty, 
and the pursuit of happiness . .. Dreams 
blackened with the sin of war. And there 
came a call for these men to take up 
arms in the defense of these rights. They 
fought as our heroes and died while 
fighting for us. Now they live as im- 
mortals as we strive to pay our bit of 
gratitude in dedicating a mere yearbook 
to their memory. 
The call came again and Clemson men 
were there to answer. In Korea today 
some have already made the supreme sac- 
rifice, your classmates and mine. They fill 
the services of our country today. The 1st 
Armored Division is loaded with Clemson 
men from the class of '51 and '52. It is our 
duty to fill the shoes of these who have 
gone before to the utmost of our ability. 
We must go that "second mile." 
Some of us may never leave the United 
States but still we have a definite part in 
this world today. It may be that ,of being 
an NCO in the cadet corps or an officer. If 
this be our part and our duty, we should 
train our subordinates well. We should 
feel proud to say that in another year, our 
places will be filled with even more capa- 
ble men. ^And we know that they will be 
capable because we have trained them our- 
selves. 
The opportunity may not arise for us to 
fight beside our classmates, and with the 
way things are looking in Korea today, I 
pray not. But if it should we should be 
ready. Then on the other hand we may 
want to go with our classmates but due 
to circumstances beyond our control, we 
may not be able. Nevertheless, we should 
back them up. 
All Clemson men should feel an invisible 
bond between him and his fellow men—that 
son of Clemson feeling. We should strive1 
to uphold and promote those ideals and 
traditions that were held dear by those 
who have gone before. Is this not the least 
we can do for our school and our friends? 
I'm not saying that we should all go out 
and become "wheels." Life doesn't work 
that way. For every man that goes out 
and invents a new type machine, someone 
has to run it. As someone has already 
said, "We may not do great things, but we 
can do small things in a great way." 
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- When the Federal Communica- 
.tipns Commission recently an- 
nounced its grant of a construc- 
tion permit for television station 
_WGVL, now under construction 
in Greenville, it extended to this 
area the nation's newest pattern of 
home entertainment, according to 
Ben K McKinnon, General Man- 
ager of Station WGVL. 
The new station, now under con- 
struction, will televise in the range 
known as ultra high frequency, 
commonly referred to as UHF. The 
107 television stations on the air 
across the United States at the 
start of 1952 operated in the very 
high frequency range, known as 
VHF. 
"Ultra high frequency became 
necessary almost with the start 
of television," Mr. McKinnon 
said, "because there was no more 
room for new stations in the 
VHF band. The 107 stations were 
located in only 64 cities across 
the country, leaving many areas 
with no television, or one-sta- 
tion service. 
Page) 
The announcement of the new 
local station has caused a flood of 
inquiries concerning the purchase 
of television receivers. Obviously, 
the answers to these questions are 
important to people intending to 
invest in television receivers short- 
ly, Mr. McKinnon pointed out. 
Emil A. Sellars, Chief Engineer 
■ of WGVL, recommends two basic 
rules to be followed in buying a 
new television set.   The first is to 
■y from a reliable television deal- 
■ the second, buy a set capable 
receiving all 12 VHF and all 70 
>HF television channels. 
Why all 82 channels when there 
•ill be only a few, used  at any 
me in this area? 
"The answer to that question 
is simple", Mr. Sellars explain- 
ed. "Station WGVL will tele- 
cast on Channel 23, so you will 
"■■tieed reception only on one chan- 
nel to see and hear us. If our 
station were to be the only TV 
ever to take the air in this ter- 
ritory, and if you never moved 
away from here, Single channel 
reception would be all right." 
"But, Mr. Sellars continued, 
"suppose you move away from 
here, or another station starts tele- 
casting in this area, Channel 4 in 
the VHF band has also been as- 
signed to Greenville so the tele- 
vision buyer will need a set cap- 
able of receiving channels on UHF 
and VHF. 
Pat Player and Dusty Andrews, newcomers to the Little Theater, 
are cast in the theater's next production, 'Born Yesterday'. (Photo 
by Jack '"rimmier). 
BORN YESTERDAY' HAS SIX 
POTENTIAL SCENE THIEVES 
By Chuck Buraettc |— *  
"Born Yesterday," the Clemson | trayal of Hubert in "Student 
Little Theater's forthcoming pro- j Prince" with another colorful char- 
duction has in the supporting roll, | acter   role.    The   still   lingering 
memory of his highly dramatic 
performance as Dr. Wargrave in 
"Ten Little Indians" will seek to 
add additional flavor to his forth- 
coming performance. 
John   has   earned   additional 
merit for  his  production  work 
in "Little Foxes," the Christmas 
show, and as secretary-treasurer 
of the drama group, Alpha Psi 
Omega.   He is a member of the 
Nu Epsilon, the Newman Club, 
and a Tiger correspondent. 
Peter Beck, as Eddie Brock, calls 
upon    the    dramatic    experience 
gleamed from roles in the "Con- 
jures Stone", 'Ten Little Indians", 
and "The Atomic Blonde", to en- 
rich his  portrayal to  a  point of 
tremendous audience appeal. 
He has also done production 
work on the "Little Foxes" and 
"Student Prince". He is a mem- 
ber of the Alpha Psi Omega and 
has been a member of the Clem- 
son Little Theater for two years. 
six potential scene thieves, all car/ 
able of rendering excellent per- 
formances. 
The minor female roles are held 
by three fresh new faces on the 
local scene. Dusty Andrews, Boon- 
ey Wagner, and Pat Player. 
Mrs. R. C. Andrews, formally 
known as Dusty, has acted with 
the Columbia Little Theater and 
the University Players of the Uni- 
versity of South  Carolina. 
She played the part of Christine 
in the Columbia production of I 
Remember Mama. Her first local 
performance is in "Born Yester- 
day". 
*   *   • 
MRS. FREDERICK Wagner, for- 
mally known as Booney,' is secre- 
tary of the Clemson Little Theater 
and an outstanding member. Her 
only previous experience has been 
with the Junior League of Brook- 
lyn where she aided in the produc- 
tion its state wide puppet show. 
Mrs. Pat Player is new to Clem 
son, arriving here upon her mar- 
riage to a student here. Although 
this is her first appearance in the 
Little Theater play, she was active 
in the recent production Of the 
'Student Prince". 
Among these performers are 
three cadets well-known around 
the campus for their dramatic ac- 
tivities. John Haytas, in his role 
of Senator Norval Hedges, follows 
up quickly on the heels of his por- 
Staff Members To 
Attend Press Meet 
Meeting Will Be Held At Lander 
April 24 And 25; Lane On Program 
Nine members of The Tiger staff will attend the 1952- 
53 convention of the South Carolina Collegiate Press Asso- 
ciation to be held at Lander College Friday and Saturday, 
April 24 and 25. 
Seventeen Attend 
State Episcopal, 
Meet From Here 
Representing The Tiger at the 
meeting are: Louis Henry and 
Charles Meiburg, co-editors; Glenn 
Morrison, business manager; Tom- 
my Green, news editor; Carroll 
Moore, sports editor; Val Forget, 
assistant circulation manager: and 
Frank Anderson, assistant sports 
editor. 
Registration for the convention 
will be held Friday afternoon in 
Wilson  Hall at  4  o'clock.  Dinner 
Episcopal students from the 
colleges of South Carolina met 
last week-end at the Spring 
Convention of the State Associa- 
tion of Canterbury Clubs. 
A delegation of seventeen men wlU be served in the college din 
from   Clemson   was   headed     byjlng r00m- 
Philip G. Porcher, Jr., the presi-i Mr. Ed Chaff in, managing edi 
dent of the State Association, j tor of The Greenwood Index Jour 
Howard   Jackson,     the   treasurer,; nal,   will   give   a   lecture,   "The 
Gribbin, 
Church, 
that he (oscar) wonders if the 
;udden   burst   of  fireworks   that 
>o  off  on  the  quadrangle   from 
ime to time could be the work of 
iranksters     (Ard,     Wade,     and 
•larles).   The three brothers are 
ually up to no good. They may 
ow up some day. 
-OSCAR SAYS— v 
that it's a shame to spoil the 
column with this name, but the 
fime has come—Clarence "Possum 
Jead" Sease. For gosh sakes, 
somebody step on it quick. 
OSCAR   SAYS— 
that a brand new crop of mo- 
rons are getting into Alpha Phi 
Omega. 
-OSCA.- CAYS— 
that the Tiger Brotherhood has 
really come up with a lulu. A big 
Iquare dance Saturday night. Get 
feady for the rush, boys, cause 
rthere are more squares up here 
than  anything else. 
—OSCAR   SAYS— 
that Elton 'The New Ford" Sease 
has turned out to be the campus' 
new lover.   You should have seen 
im swing into action with those 
JSU girls.   Remember, though, it 
akes more than a 2 tone blue to 
help you. 
-OSCAR   SAYS— 
that Nell "I'm the Greatest 
Thins: That Ever Happened to 
Clemson" Bates better get off his 
high horse before someone knocks 
him off. Wise up, frosh, you're a 
long way from the top. 
-OSCAR  SAYS— 
he (oscar) wonders why Ames 
"I'll PUy it Cool" Wells left his 
car in Greenville and went to the 
beach with someone else. Could 
he (Wells) be trying to hide some- 
thing from a certain Dolly D. at 
use? 
—OSCAR  SAYS— 
that some of the boys on D-4 
didn't even try to win the elimi- 
nation. Why not ease up, "Hard 
Rock" Wessing-er, and try to win 
ome of your friends back? 
—OSCAR  SAYS— 
that R. M. "The Little Monster" 
Parker must have gotten the shaft. 
He changed the painting on the 
back of his car "Ferocious Fran- 
ces" to "Rambling Robert." 
—OSCAR  SAYS— 
that R. A. "High School Harry" 
Tate must really know some 
wheels. From what he (Tate) 
says, he can leave anytime he 
wants to. Oscar wishes he knew 
somebody. 
—OSCAR  SAYS— 
that all the athletes are really I 
crying 'cause the "Head" pulled a! 
check up and cleaned them out of j 
the Athletic Department's socks,! 
shorts, T-shirts, and towels. From' 
what he (oscar) hears, they onlyi 
got a year's supply. Just think of j 
wnat they missed. 
—OSCAR  SAYS— 
that "The Roundman" Schuett-j 
ler has decided to exchange somej 
of his spare ties for a few mus- 
cles. How much did you say that 
Charles  Atlas   course   cost   you, 
"Lard?" 
—OSCAR  SAYS— 
that Spring really must have 
sprung because our often-silent 
Cadet Colonel has been seen very 
frequently with a female. And 
she's a blond, too. 
V!   SAYS— 
that he (oscar) wonders why 
Tommy "Mama" Castles moved his 
abode to the Seneca road. You 
had to love, so you got the shove,  j 
THE BARBER is played by Bill 
Muzzey. affording a change from 
his usual work with productions. 
An electrical engineering major, 
Bill has done lighting and sound 
work on "Little Foxes", "Student 
Prince", "Submergest", and "Ar- 
senic and Old Lace". He is a 
member of the Belfry Club at Ger- 
mantown Academy, the oldest 
schoolboy dramatic club in the 
United States, and the Aloha Psi 
Omega here at Clemson. He is al- 
so a member of Nu Epsilon. 
Dr. John Hunter, civil engineer- 
ing instructor, plays the part of 
the assistant manager in "Born 
Yesterday", a sequel to his per- 
formance as Dr. Armstrong in "Ten 
Little Indians". He assisted with 
the scenery and stage work of the 
"Student Prince". Dr. Hunter is 
one of the three honorary members 
of the local Alpha Psi Omega. 
Winlhron Daimlers 
fnmwnr Breakfast 
The Clemson chapter of Win- 
throp Daughters will sponsor a 
May morning breakfast in the Sa- 
ber Room of the Clemson House, 
May 1, from 7:00 to 10:00 a. m. 
Proceeds from the breakfast will 
go for the organization's scholar- 
ship loan fund. Plates have been 
priced at Si.00. 
Each lady will be given a cor- 
sage. Bridge may be played in the 
lounge. 
Committee chairmen for the 
breakfast are as follows: Mr. J. F. 
Miles, general chairman; Mr. B. D. 
Cloaniger. flowers and table ar- 
rangements; Mrs. W. C. Power, 
music: Mrs. W. A. King, publicity; 
Miss Billie Vandiver, tickets: Mrs. 
D. C. Brock and Mrs. B. B. Burly, 
May annual. 
TIGER   TAVERN - 
Located in Lower Lobby of Clemson House 
NOW OPEN ALL DAY 
Hours: 7 a. m. 'Til Midnight 
OPEN ON THURSDAYS 
Will Be Open Late For All Dances 
Clemson Theatre 
Friday, Saturday, 24 and 25 
The Kettles are  on  a howling 
holiday in 
"MA AND PA KETTLE 
ON VACATION" 
Marjorie Main, Percy Kilbride 
Monday, Tuesday, 27 and 28 
Irving Berlin's 
"CALL ME MADAM" 
Ethel   Merman, Vera-Ellen 
Donald O'Conner 
George Sanders 
Color by Technicolor 
Wednesday,   Thursday,   29,   30 
The heats on ... in Barrancas, 
the most dangerous hot spot in 
the 
"TROPIC ZONE" 
Ronald  Reagan 
Rhonda Fleming 
Color by Technicolor 
and the Rev. Emmet 
Rector of Holy Trinity 
Clemson. 
The Spring Convention is held 
in alternate years at one of the 
two camps owned by the Episco- 
pal Church in South Carolina. 
This year's convention met at 
Camp Gravatt near Batesburg 
with the Clemson Canterbury- 
Club acting as the host club. 
>    *    * 
"COMMUNISM AND Chris- 
tianity" was the study theme of 
the convention this year, and 
several panel discussions were led 
by Episcopal student groups at 
Winthrop, Clemson, the Univer- 
sity of South Carolina, the Col- 
lege of Charleston, and The Cita- 
del. Arnold Gaillard was Clem- 
son's panel member. 
Plans were completed for the 
series of Vacation Bible Schools 
which will be taught in many 
communities this summer by 
members of the Canterbury 
Clubs. Joe Easley of Clemson was 
elected President of the State As- 
sociation for the coming year. 
Other officers elected were Ju- 
lian Gervais of Winthrop and 
Jack Etzold of The Citadel, vice- 
presidents; Jo Ann Sprott of 
Carolina, secretary; Harriet Trav- 
vers of Carolina, treasurer; and 
Charles Stark of The Citadel, 
publicity chairman. The Conven- 
tion next year will meet at Camp 




The Pre-Med Club held a regu- 
lar meeting Tuesday night, April 
14. Plans for a social were made, 
and two films were shown. 
The group decided to have a 
steak supper at the community 
lodge in Central, Friday, April 24. 
The two movies shown were Of 
technical value to the club mem- 
bers. One pictured the clinical 
treatment of malaria, and the other 
film showed the preparation and 
staining procedures for the mount- 
ing of the casual organism of ma- 
laria. 
Chnaging Newspaper Scene", in 
the recreation room at 7:30 p. m. 
After the lecture a reception will 
be held. 
* *    * 
OPENING THE Saturday morn- 
ing session will be panel discus- 
sions held in' the college audito- 
rium. Mr. Ira L. Baker, head of 
the department of ournalism at 
Furman University and faculty ad- 
viser of the Furman Hornet, will 
lead the discussion on "How Col- 
leges and Universities Can Com- 
bat Rising Costs in Publications". 
Mr. Hugh S. Jacobs, Jacobs Broth- 
ers Printing Company, Clinton, 
will lead the discussion on "The 
Problems in the Printing of a Col- 
lege Newspaper or Magazine." 
Mr. John D. Lane, professor of 
English at Clemson and faculty ad- 
viser of The Tiger, will present 
for discussion, "Student-Faculty 
Adviser-Administration Relations." 
The Executive committee will 
meet in the conference room before 
the meeting adjourns for lunch. 
During the afternoon a business 
meeting will be held in the recrea- 
tion room. 
* *    * 
THE ANNUAL BANQUET will 
be held Saturday night in the col- 
lege dining hall. Dr. B. M. GSrier, 
president of Lander College, will 
welcome the students. The pre- 
sentatioruof awards will be at this 
time. 
Officers for 1952-53 are: Charles 
Meiburg, Clemson College presi- 
dent; Ann Hatchett, Columbia Col- 
lege, vice-oresident; Mary Jane 
Howard, Winthrop College, cor- 
responding secretary, Harriet 
Haun, Coker College, recording 
secretary; and James Connelly, 
Newberry College, treasurer. 
Members of the association are: 
Anderson College, The Citadel, 
Clemson College, Coker College, 
Columbia College." Converse Col- 
lege, Erskine College, Lander Col- 
lege, Limestone ollege, Newberry 
College, the University of South 
Carolina, Winthrop College and 
Wofford College. , 
Mu Beta Psi Plans 
To Give Jazz Concert 
Mu Beta Psi, local music fratern- 
ity, is making plans to present an- 
other jazz concert to be held in 
the college chapel, May 21. 
A vocalist will be featured with 
the Dixieland band. 
Newly elected officers of Alpha 3eta talk with Dr. H. R. Albrecht, high chancellor of Alpha Zeta, 
at a breakfast held at the Clemson House during the high chancellor's visit to the local chapter. 
The new officers are, left t$ right—C. J. Walters, chancellor, B. M. Sanders, treasurer; R. M. North; 
D. C. Martin, chroniclor; and A. L. McCaskill, scribe. (Photo by Jack Trimmier). 
CHANCELLOR PRAISES LOCAL ALPHA ZETA 
Dr. Herbert R. Albrecht, high 
chancellor of the fraternity of Al- 
pha Zeta, visited the local chapter 
of Alpha Zeta on April 14 and 15. 
Dr. Albrecht's visit marks the 
first visit of a high chancellor to 
the- South Carolina chapter since 
its founding in 1930. Dr. Albrecht 
was appointed high chancellor in 
1952. ^ 
He is professor and head of 
the department of agronomy at the 
Pennsylvania State College. He 
was recently named director of the 
Agricultural and Home Economics 
Extension Service at Penn State. 
A SPECIAL meeting of the local 
fraternity was held Tuesday night, 
April 14, at which time Dr. Al- 
brecht spoke to the student and 
faculty members. He gave a re- 
port on current and future activi- 
ties of the fraternity as he has seen 
them' in visiting other chapters 
in the United States. 
The local chapter was com- 
mended by Dr. Albrecht for being 
one of the most active chapters 
in the nation. Activities which he 
specifically commended were the 
fraternity's sponsorship,of the ag- 
ricultural fair, reception held for 
agriculture freshmen, and the pub- 
lication of The Agrarian. 
Heyn Goes To 
New York Meet 
Dr. A. N. J. Heyn, professor of 
natural and synthetic fibers and 
research specialist, of the textile 
management department of the 
Clemson College Textile School 
has been invited, along with 
several other scientists, by the 
North American Philips Company, 
Inc., of Mount Vernon, New York 
to lecture in their seminar on April 
24. 
Dr. Hayn will lecture on "The 
X-Ray Studies of Synthetic Fi- 
bers". 
CLASSIFIED 
LOST—In front of Dixie Homt 
Store, Saturday, April 18, on* 
pair of dark rimmed glasses in 
luggage type snap case. If found 
call 6712 during day or 6295 at 
night. 
Oconee Office Supply 
OFFICE - SCHOOL - CHURCH1 
SUPPLIES 
Business  Machines  Sales and 
Service — Seneca, S. C. 
NOTICE 
The *y workers and contribu- 
tors picnic has been changed 
from April 27 to Monday, May 4. 
Those interested in attending 
this meeting are asked to secure 
tickets at the 'Y' office or from 
some member of the picnic com- 
mittee. The charge will be 60c 
tor students and 75c for adults. 
"GOES  PLACES AND DOES THINGS" 
128-123 W. Benson        ANDERSON. S. C. 
Bill & Hattie's Drive-In Restaurant 
SHORT ORDERS SANDWICHES 
—Open 24 Hours— 
2 1-2 Miles Out of Clemson on Seneca Highway 
STONE  BROTHERS 
108 North Main Street 
COMPLETE OUTFITTERS TO MEN 
YOUNG MEN AND STUDENTS 
GREENVILLE SOUTH CAROLINA 
"A World-Beater For Comfort" 
Students Say Of Arrow Bi-Way 
Recent surveys on America's campuses sKow that Arrow 
Bi-Way is gaining in popularity every day. The reason: 
the low-setting, no-neckband collar that gives extra free- 
dom at the throat for extra comfort. Available at all 
Arrow dealers. * 
ARROW SHIRTS 
SHIRTS • TIES • UNDERWEAR • HANDKERCHIEFS • SPORTS SHIRTS 
@nfy-7ime willTkll... 
THIS IS GOING 




WOW.1 I'D ROW    \ 
DOWN THE RIVER. 
WITH THEM 
ANYTIME! 
HOW CAN THEy TELL SO 





o      <r> 
vVf/v 
I 
1 On/yrVrne wl/ffef/abovf-g green 
crew! And on// -time wrfffe/t'about'o 
a'garefie! Tafeyoorh'me.., 
Test CAMELS 
•for 30 days 
for MILDNESS and 
FLAVOR! 
v i\ 
THiRE MUST •! A REASON WHY Camel i$ 
America's most popular cigarette—lead- 
ing all other brands by billions! Camel* 
have the two things smokers want most 
—rich, full flavor and cool, cool mildness 
...pack after pack! Try Camels for 30 
days ancrsee how mild, how flavorful, 
how thoroughly enjoyable they are as 





MORE PEOPLE SMOKE CAMELS than any other cigarette! 
b^&tm s^m 
■■-■<■*&* 
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By Carroll Moore 
Deacon's Record Against 
Clemson Remains Unblemished 
' Some people may call it smart coaching, others may say 
that it is smart baseball anyway that you look at it. As 
far as I am concerned, it's stooping just about as low as 
you,can stoop and still be on top of the ground. 
Some of you might, wonder just what I am talking about, since 
very few of you saw the meeting between Clemson and Wake For- 
est in Anderson last Saturday. There were no write-ups in a South 
Carolina newspaper telling just what had happened at the game 
other than the ones stating that the game was called. 
This is really what happened: 
The baseball game between the Tigers and the Deacons was 
scheduled to begin at 2:30 Saturday afternoon at Nardin Field but 
a continual drizzle halted the beginning of the game until a few 
minutes after 3:00. When the umpires, captains and coaches met 
before the game to discuss the ground rules, the two coaches, Bob 
Smith of Clemson and Taylor Sanford of the Deacons, made a gen- 
tleman's agreement that there would be no stalling between the 
two teams despite threatening weather. 
» * * '      fe 
IT WAS ALSO DECIDED that no inning would be started after 
5:00 since the grounds keeper had to get the field ready in, time for 
the Kebels game that night. This was all settled, and play was 
begun on a damp but not soft field. 
Clemson tallied three runs in the bottom of the initial inning 
after setting the Deacons down without a run crossing home plate in 
the top of the first. They again held the Baptists from scoring in 
the second, while the Tigers added three more in their half. 
While the Tigers were taking their turns at bat in the second, s 
slight drizzle began to fall and at this point, six runs ahead and a 
possibility that the game may be called if the rain began to fall 
any heavier, Coach Smith could have started his boys by taking 
swings at the ball and missing in order to speed up the game. BUT, 
there had been an agreement that there would be no stalling, so 
therefore there could be no actions to try and make an out to send 
the game on its way. 
In the third, after the Deacons were again retired without 
scoring', it was Clemson's.turn at bat, and the first signs of stall- 
ing began. Pitcher Bill Walch began taking more than his 
usual amount of time between pitches to the Clemson batters. 
In the fourth, after the Deacons had scored three runs in the 
top of that stanza, the stalling became more and more obvious. 
Deacon Catcher, Jack Liptak began to mouth- to Umpire Car- 
rigan behind the plate, "What do you want us to do, catch pneu- 
monia?" It was a good time for them to start their so-called tac- 
tics, since the half way mark in the game was drawing near, and the 
little drizzle continued, not to mention the Tiger's six-run lead. 
* * * 
WHEN THE DEACONS had been retired in the fourth, and it 
was their turn to take the field, Deacon coach, Sanford, stalled his 
entire team a full minute before making them take the field. Then, 
pitcher Walch took a full nine deliberate warmup tosses before 
starting to pitch to Tiger leadoff man, Joe Brown. 
Joe fouled one off in left field, but the Wake Forest men made 
no effort to get the ball. Deac third baseman, Jimmie Floyd, yelled 
to his teammate, "Get the ball for the manager" as Clemson man- 
ager, Jim Rast, trotted out to retrieve the ball. So, the Deacon 
fielder walked over, got the ball, and carried it to the manager, in- 
stead of pitching it to him. 
Joe finally was walked and shortstop Dick Hussey stepped 
up to bat. The pitcher threw a wild pitch, and the Deac 
catcher went back to get it as Brown moved on to second. 
,Brown then moved on to third while Liptak, the catcher, stood 
at home plate with the ball in his hand watching the runner move 
and making no attempt to throw him out. Brown, seeing that the 
catcher was not going to try for him began advancing toward home 
plate. Liptak then reluctantly tagged Brown out as he neared 
home  plate. 
Umpire Carrigan then called the game immediately after Dick 
Hussey went down swinging on a third strike. 
At this point in the gam?, with Clemson leading 9-3, it was 
.not raining any harder than it was in the second inning, but the um- 
pire seemed to be getting tired of Clemson trying to make an out 
which was not nearly so obvious as the Deacons' trying to delay 
the game. 
He called the game at 4:25 and stated that he was delaying it 
for 30 minutes which would have made it 4:55 before play could be 
resumed. Then it would be too late to start another inning after 
the players got warmed up again. 
FIFTEEN MINUTES LATER the drizzle turned into a downpour 
and killed all chances of play being resumed. Clemson's margin 
of victory was erased, and chances for an important Southern Con- 
ference victory were over. s 
It would not have been so bad if this was the first time that the 
Tigers had come into contact with this Wake Forest brand of "sports- 
manship." But, three years ago, their basketball team came down 
to Clemson and delayed the starting of a game, because of some 
minor ailment of ONE of their players. * 
Tigs Visit Hornets For Saturday Game 
Swimmers Hold Spring Practice 
Professor Carl McHugh, swimming coach, requests that all 
student* interested in being on next year's swimming team report 
to him at the YMCA pool in the afternoons for swimming instruc- 
tions and tryouts.    Students are urged to take an interest in this. 
* * * 
We're Not Leaving, Just Changing Jobs 
For the past year, this writer has enjoyed covering the sports 
scenes on the lbcal campus, but with this issue I shove to you my last 
column as Sports Editor of the Tiger. Next week, Frank Ander- 
son, one of my most reliable cohorts, will be taking over the jojb 
as sports editor and will serve you the remainder of this semester 
and next year  at  this post. 
* » * , 
IT IS THE CUSTOM for a departing editor to thank the va- 
rious officials of athletics who cooperated to make his job possible. 
I will follow my predecessors. My thanks go to Clemson Athletic 
Director Frank Howard; Lib Griffith, his most capable secretary; 
the entire football coaching staff; Coach Banks McFadden, basket- 
ball coach; Coach Rock Norman, track coach; Coach Bob Smith, 
baseball coach; Mr. Gene Willamon, IPTAY secretary; Mr. Walter 
Cox, head of alumni affairs; and "Pearbaby," field house "superin- 
tendent." 
I would especially like to thank Brent Breedin, Clemson sports 
publicist, who has helped me obtain much of my information, and 
who has been always willing to give -a helping hand when needed. 
Around the office, I have appreciation for my two assistants, 
Frank Anderson and Bob Wheeler, both of whom have worked 
with me diligently in conveying the news of sports to you each 
week.    They were really great. 
I would like to give special appreciation to the editors of this 
year's Tigers, Charles Meiburg and Louis Henry, for helping me over 
the journalistic hills that\ I have encountered. They have been 
wonderful editors and much help to% me all year. 
To our photographer, Jack Trimmier, I would like to give 
thanks for supplying me at times with more professional sh>ts than 
I could squeeze into my pages. 
So} as I close this column and take my typewriter, from the 
sports desk into the editorial department, I would like to say that I 
have really enjoyed serving you as sports editor, and I wish my 
successor, Frank Anderson, the best of luck on this beat for the 
next year. ' 
HEYWARD MAHON CO 
—Greenville— 
QUALITY CLOTHING FOR 
YOUNG MEN 
i 
Clemson Headquarters in Greenville 
Tigs Squeeze 
By 'Cats In 
Track 66-65 
Coach Rock Norman's cindermen 
squeezed by the Davidson Wild- 
cats here last Wednesday afternoon 
for a Southern Conference win. 
The Tigers sewed up the win 
when Allan Mason and his team- 
mate, Moore, took a first and a 
third in the 220 low hurdles. The 
Cats' mile "relay team won their 
event but this was one point short 
of overtaking the Tigs, who finally 
won the conflict 66-65. 
High point man for the after- 
noon was Clemson's Dreher 
Gaskins. Gaskins took a first 
in the shot and discus and tied 
for second in the high jump for 
a total of 12 points. Not far 
behind this veteran trackster was 
frosh Allan Mason. Mason forged 
ahead in both of the hurdle 
events to take first in both the 
120 high hurdles and the 220 
low hurdles. 
Leading the Davidsons in their 
futile attempt was distance man 
Sparks. Spares took a first in the 
one mile and tied for second in the 
two mile, for a total of 7 points. 
The Wildcats really ran wild 
on the running events from the 
440 on up to the two mile. Out 
of 36 possible points in these 
events the speedy North Caro- 
linians only gave up two mark- 
ers. These two points came 
when Buck George got a third 
in the 440 and Willie Ervin took 
third, place in the 2 mile. 
Clemson ran up a lopsided mar- 
gin in the field events and the 
short sprints and it was not until 
the distance events that the David- 
sons begin to make the contest into 
an exciting contest. 
Summary 
100 yard dash — Koonce (D): 
Griffin (C): Mitchner (D). 10.5 
220 yard dash — Cory (C): 
Koonce (D): Miller (C) 22.6 
440 yard dash —^ Shipley (D): 
Howell (D): Buck (C). 51.2 
880 yird run—Henry (D): Tie 
betweerr Shipely (D) and Reed 
(D). 2:02.6 
Mile—Sparks (D): Russell (D): 
Gooding (D). 4:47.5 
Two mile—Tie between Feeney 
(D) and Sparks (D): Ervin (C) 
0:42 
120 High Hurdles — Mason (C): 
White (D): Collins (C). 16.5 
220 Low Hurdles—Mason (C): 
Morris (D): Moore (C) 26.6 
Shot Put—Gaskins (C): Kirby 
(C): Tadcliffe (C) 43-1 
Discus — Gaskin (C): Hodges 
(C): Gilley (D) 127-11^ 
Javelin—Odom (C): George (C): 
Coe (D) 166-6 
High Jump—Mitchell (C): Tie 
between Gaskin (C) and Thomas 
(C)   6-1 
Broad Jump—Fabian (C): White 
(D): Koonce (D) 20-4 5/8 
Pole vault—Poston (D): Metz 
(C): Tie between Folger (C) and 
Cochran  (C)   11-4 
Mile Relay—Won by Davidson 
(Shipley, Howell, Henry, Russell) 
3:32.1 
Honea Path Hands 
Baby Tigs Second 
Straight Defeat 
The Honea Path Stingers de- 
feated the Tiger J. V. baseball 
team by the score of 9-4 in a game 
played here last Friday afternoon. 
Carroll McClain took the mound 
for the Stingers and threw a five- 
hitter at the Clemson boys. He 
pitched good ball over the entire 
route. 
The Tigers called upon Her- 
bie ' Anderson to ' handle their 
pitching chores. He pitched 
good ball until the sixth inning. 
Bill Mellard came on in the 
sixth, but wouldn't get the side 
out after two outs. Bob Wheel- 
er then came into the game and 
retired the last man on a strike- 
out. He finished the game, 
giving up no hits or runs. 
The Stingers tallied four times 
in the sixth on the three walks, 
two Tiger errors, and a single. 
This put the game on ice for them. 
SUMMARY: 
Honea Path 200 034 0—9 
Clemson   010 L010 2—4 
McClain and Hughes; Anderson, 
Mellard (6th), Wheeler (6th) and 
Maloney. 
STOP AT 
PAT'S    PLACE 
For Sandwiches and Shakes. 
Open   til   Midnight   nightly 
Dr. Georganna 
McDaniel 
Chiropractic Health Service 
109 Hillcrest Extension 
PHONE 6904 
Office Hours: 2 to 6 P. M. 
Tuesday and Friday Nights 
Until 8 
Mornings by Appointment 
Closed All Day Thursday 
Company C-3's' intramural rifle team was all 
smiles Tuesday night after winning the Regi- 
mental Rifle Match. They scored 849 points 
out of a possible 1000 to take top spot in the 
Regiment. Kneeling from left to right are, 
Elam, Griffin, and Fitzgibbons. Standing, frt>m 
left to right are, M. D. Hill and J. R. Hill. (Tiger 
photo by Jack Trimmier.) 
Company C-3 Captures 
Regimental Rifle Match 
Company C-3 emerged victorious in the recent Regimental Rifle 
Match. They will receive ten points toward the best-drilled com- 
pany award. They had a team score of 848 out of a possible 1000 





231-2 To 3 1-2 
Coach Bob Moorman's golfers 
blasted a 23 1/2-3 1/2 win over 
the South Carolina Gamecocks 
on the Boscobel course last Fri- 
day afternoon. 
Two Aiken boys again paced 
the golfers. Bill Johnson, a 
sophomore, took medalist hon- 
or; for the afternoon with a 
two under par 70. Len Yuan , 
a freshman from Aiken, was 
hot on Johnson's heels with a 
71. Veteran golfer and two let- 
terman Jim Allison, tied with 
Yaun in also posting a 71. 
The summary: 
Yaun (C) defeated Jones 3-0. 
Johnson   (C)   defeated  Bos well 
(3-0). 
Yaun and Johnson (C) defeat- 
ed Jones and Boswell 3-0. 
James   (C)     defeated  - Stobble 
(Continued on Page 6) 
TERRIERS FALL 
NET TEAM 7-2 
The Tiger net team continued 
to show winning form in rolling 
over the Wofford Terriers, 7-2, 
in a tennis match held on the 
local courts on Tuesday of this 
week. 
The Tigs did not wait until the 
doubles   matches   to   take     their 
lead.    They started in right from 
the beginning, and    were    never 
headed by the hustling Terriers. 
Khin   Si,   Clemson's     stellar 
freshman tennis star, won both 
his singles and doubles matches 
again.    Owen and McCormack, 
in   the     doubles     combination, 
played a fine game of tennis in 
running the match to the limit. 
They  played  three  sets  in  de- 
feating   Hoffmeyer   and   Good- 
ale of offord, 6-3, 5-7 and 6-2. 
Summary: 
Seaborn (C) defeated Bailey 
(W), 6-3, 6-0. 
Si (C) defeated Bynum (W), 
6-1, 6-4. 
Coleman (C) defeated Goodale 
(W), 6-4, 6-8, and 6-4. 
Johnny Jeffries, 
freshman from Charleston, S. C, 
was the high scorer for the meet 
with 187 points out of a possible 
200. J. R. Hill and Elam were 
the high men for the winning 
company with 185 and 175 points 
respectively. 
J. R. Hill was number two man 
in the scoring. He was followed 
by Tones, (B-2), Elam, (C-3), and 
Scott, (D-l), in that order. 
The matches were held under 




Name Prone Sittini Total 
Scott   (51 91 78 169 
Chandler 88 56 144 
Dixon 11 58 135 
Mnrck 95 72 167 





80 58 138 
94 70 164 
Atkinson 84 59 143 
Worthy 95 71 166 
Jones  (3) 96 86 182 
793 
C-S / 
Hill,  M. D. 95 69 164 
Hill.  J.  R.   (2) 96 89 185 
Elam    (4) 85 90 175 
Griffin 93 72 165 
Fitzgibbons 90 70 160 
>49 
B-4 
Wade 95         ( 73 168 
Smoak 87 55 142 
Freeman 96 65 161 
Holling 92 71 163 
Piatt 95 58 153 
Moxley (C) defeated Huff (W) 
6-1, 6-1. 
Goodale (W) defeated Coleman 
(C), 6-4, 6-8, 6-4. 
McCormack (C) defeated HofI 
(W), 6-2, 6-2. 
James (C) defeated Floyd W), 
6-0, 2-6, 6-4. 
Si and Seaborn (C) defeated 
Bailey and Smith (W), 6-2, 6-3. 
Howard and Moxley (C) de- 
feated Bynum and Floyd (W) 
6-4, 5-7, 6-3. 
Owen and McCormack (C) de- 
feated Hoffmeyer and Goodale 
(W), 6-3, 5-7, 6-2. 
Tig-Hornet Clash To Be 
Played At Meadowbrook 
Next Saturday afternoon the Furman Hornets and the 
Clemson Tigers will meet in their third installment of the 
1953 baseball season. The game is scheduled for Meadow- 
brook Park in Greenville and will probably get underway 
about three o'clock. 
Netters Toppled 
By Citadel 5-4 
In Close Contest 
The Tiger tennis team lost a 
heartbreaker to The Citadel last 
Friday in a match held here at 
Clemson. The score was close all 
of the way and it was not until 
The Citadel won two of three 
doubles matches that the out- 
come was decided. 
Freshman Khin Si continued to 
shine for the Tigs. He won his 
singles match with Newmann, 
and, teamed with Archie Baker 
in the doubles, defeated Koester 
and Lyon. 
Summary: 
Koester (Cit) defeated Seaborn 
(C), 6-4, 6-4. 
Khin Si (C) defeated Newmann: 
(Cit) 5-7, 6-1. 
Plowden (Cit) defeated Mox- 
ley (C), 6-0, 1-6, 6-1. 
Coleman (C) defeated Wil- 
liams   (Cit),  6-2,  3-6, 6-2. 
McCormack (C) defeated Stetz 
(Cit) 6-2, 7-9, 6-0. 
Seaborn and Khin Si (C) de- 
feated Koester and Lyon (Cit), 
6-5, 11-9. 
Plowden and Newmann (Cit) 
defeated Howard and McCormack 
(C), 6-3, 6-0. 
Sirkin and Stetz (Cit) defeated 
Owen and Stokes (C), 6-3, 6-2. 
Up until press time, the two 
teams have not met but once. This 
contest was on April 8. Southpaw 
hurler Billy O'Dell fanned 16 
Hornets in the six innings he pit- 
ched. At this point, freshman star 
Bubba Free took over to finish 
out the contest for the 15-1 win. 
The second game of the Clem- 
son-Furman series was scheduled 
for yesterday after The Tiger had 
already gone to press, so by this 
time, most of you have already 
heard the outcome. 
THE TIGERS' FIRST 15-1 vic- 
tory over the Hornets can by no 
means be an assurance that the 
Bengals will take these two games. 
Furman has improved a great deal 
since that first outing behind the 
hard hitting of third baseman 
Bob Dellinger. In the South Car- 
olina contest last Monday after- 
noon, Dellinger led his teammates 
to an 11-2 win with a single and 
two doubles in four times up to the 
plate. 
Furman is not the only team 
holding the hitting power.    The 
Tigers have three slugging jun- 
iors who also stand very high 
when it comes to batting aver- 
ages. Leading this trio is flashy 
third  baseman Wyman  Morris. 
At present, Wyman has a batting 
average   of  .556.    Second  in  the 
standing is Roy Coker.   Coker, the 
second baseman from Taylors,  is 
batting a phenomenal .366.    The 
other junior batting in the three 
hundreds is outfielder Doug Kings- 
more.   Batting in the cleanup spot, 
King^more has an overall average 
of .300. 
The only substitution in the Tig 
lineup will be George ^rodie re- 
placing Dick Swetenburg at first. 
Brodie has already played a great 
deal of ball at the initial sack and 
should fill in well, especially from 
the hitting end. 
In the second game with South 
Carolina, Swetenburg stretched too 
far in a double play and pulled a 
leg muscle, taking him out of the 
lineup indefinitely. 
*    *    * 
IN THE PITCHING department, 
it is unknown who will start for 
the Tigers. Coach Smith has three 
reliable hurlers who could pos- 
sibly take the mound against Fur- 
man Saturday, Billy O'Dell, Rob- 
bie Saylors, and Neil Bates. 
Furman has two above the- 
average hurlers who could easily 
get the nod against the Tigs.- Last 
Monday, Don Lindsay was credited 
with a win over the South Carolina 
Gamecocks, and Buck Gay, an- 
other fancy hurling Hornet has also 
been showing up well. 
Both teams could well use » 
Southern Conference win. The 
Hornets, with a* 4-6 record up 
until Tuesday has two more 
games to play before this contest 
but even if they do win these 
two games, one with Carolina 
and one with Clemson, they 
could still use a conference win 
to get them in the running. 
The Bengals, who are now 
standing third in the Southern di- 
vision, of the league with a 7-1 
record, could possibly jump to sec- 
ond place with a win over the 
Hornets Saturday. 
G'cocks Edge Tigs In 
(lose Net Battle 
By 5 Sets To 4 
The University of South Caro- 
lina defeated the Tiger net team 
5-4, to carry their string to seven 
victories in nine starts. 
The match was not decided un- 
til the Carolina No. 2 doubles 
combination of Nick Klonaris 
and Jimmy Potter took a mara- 
thon match from the Tigers Khim 
Si and Archie Baker, 2-6, 6-2, 6l4. 
Each team won three singles 
matches, but the Gamecocks took 
two iof the three doubles matches 
for their winning margin. 
Summary: 
Poore (USC)  defeated Seaborn 
(C), 6-1, 1-6, 6-4. 
Speer (USC) defeated Coleman 
(C), 6-2, 5-7, 6-2. 
Si (C) defeated Clauson (USC), 
6-4, 6-1. 
Moxley (C) defeated Klonaris 
(USC), 6-4, 1-6, 7-5. 
Potter (USC) defeated \ Baker 
(C), 2-6, 6-3,  6-2. / 
McCormack (C) defeated 
Watts   (USC),  6-2,  6-2. 
Poore-Speer (USC) defeated 
Seaborn-Moxley (C), 7-5, 6-1. 
Klonaris-Potter (USC) defeat- 
ed Si-Baker (C), 2-6, 6-2, 6-4. 
Stokes-Owen (C) defeated 
Clauson-Watt ( SC), 4-6, 6-4 
6-2. 
F 
The Tiger golf team defeated 
Furman by the score of 18-0, in 
a match played on the Boscobel 
course on Tuesday of this week. 
Leonard Yaun was medalist 
for the day with a 75. This i» 
more than Len is accustomed to 
shooting, on the course, however, 
extremely high winds affected 
the accuracy of both teams. Fair, 
way shots were blown all over 
the course and putting was also 
affected. 
Summary: 
Yaun (C) defeated McClain 
(F) 3-0. 
Johnson (C) defeated Marshall 
(F) 3-0. 
Yaun and Johnson (C) de- 
feated McClain and Marshall (F) 
3-0. 
James (C) defeated King (F) 
3-0. 
Woodard (C) defeated Sim- 
mons (F) 3-0. 
James and Woodard (C) King 
and Simmons (F) 3-0. 
J.V/s Lead Lyman 
Hall Before Rain 
The J. V.s played Lyman 
Hall on Saturday afternoon. 
Farrell Owens started on the 
mound for the Tigers and 
pitched fine ball for three in- 
nings. At this point the game 
was called because of rain, 
with the Tigers leading 8-2. 
WHITE SINGLE AND DOUBLE-BREASTED 
DINNER JACKETS     $24.95 - $29.95 
Tailored by Palm Beach 
AT 
HOKE SLOAN'S 
Towle, Reed and 
Barton Sterling 
and 





Anderson, S. C. 
Phone 406 
Seneca, S. C. 
Phone 740 
SEE US TODAY FOR 
BOOKS--PENCILS--FOUNTAIN PENS 
NOTEBOOKS - PAPER - OTHER SUPPLIES 
INITIALS FREE ON ALL PENCILS AND 
FOUNTAIN PENS 
We also have the new 
REVISED STANDARD VERSION OF THE 
BIBLE FOR SALE 
Clemson Book 
Store 
CLEMSON, S. C. 
New! 
GOLF BALLS ARE 
LIFETIME WHITE 
RESISTS  SCUFFING, BRUISING, STAINS 
SPALDING does it again! Adds 
a spectacular new permanent 
whiteness to the game's great- 
est golf balls. 
New LIFETIME WHITE, exclusive 
with Spalding, i» the brightest, 
whitest white ... the toughest, 
Sets the Pacerin Golf 
highest gloss white of any ball 
you ever played. 
Proven by "torture tests," 
Spalding LIFETIME WHITE re-' 
sists scuffing, bruises, stains... 
won't yellow or chip ... keeps 
its sparkling sheen for life. 
There's a Spalding golf ftofl 
JOT every game and pocket- 
'book. See your golf profes- 
sional or dealer. 
Thursday, April 23, 1953 
INTRAMURAL GOLF TOURNEY 
TO BE MAY 1,2,3; ENTER NOW 
The Intramural Golf Tournament is to be held at the Boscobel 
Golf Course on May 1, 2, and 3. There will be thirty-six holes of 
medal play. The first eighteen holes will be the qualifying score 
and the second eighteen will be added to the qualifying score to 
give the net flight score. 
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The winner and "runner-up in 
each flight will receive a trophy 
or some golf equipment. There 
will also be prizes for the most 
eagles and most birdies, as well 
•s the most holes-in-one. 
This tournament is open to any 
Clemson student that is not a 
member of the golf team. The 
players are all amateurs. 
The entrance fee is $2.00, which 
covers the green fee for the tourn- 
ament. A practice round will be 
played on April 30, then play in 
the tournament rounds on May 1, 
2,'and 3. 
Anyone desiring to enter should 
register with Mr. Cooper at the 
Y. M. C. A. or the Boscobel Club 
House. 
Minor 'C Club To 
Take Members 
The Minor 'C will hold a spe- 
cial meeting to elect new mem- 
bers on Thursday, April 23, in the 
Alpha Phi Omega Room. 
The initiation of the new mem- 
bers will begin Monday, April 27, 
and will run through Friday, May 
\. A new method of initiating new 
members is being considered by 
the club officers. 
To qualify for membership in the 
Minor 'C Club, a student must 
letter on the swimming, golf, ten- 
nis, lor rifle teams, or be a mem- 
ber tof the cheer leading staff. 
Prof. Green Speaks 
Wesley Foundation 
Professor C. B. Green of the 
English department, spoke at the 
Wednesday night meeting of the 
Wesley Foundation. His topic was 
"•"How to Have an Attractive Per- 
sonality." 
Chandler Bryan had/charge of 
the devotional. 




The Clemson Collegiate chapter 
of Future Farmers of America re- 
cently initiated ten vocational ag- 
riculture education majors into its 
membership. 
The new members include: T. M. 
Mintz of Gaffney; J. P. Morett of 
Tamassee; R. H. Randall, Ridge 
Springs; E. P. Collier, Harleyville; 
H. R. Corbitt, St. Matthews; T. O. 
Martin, Aynor; R. G. Page, Dillon; 
W. W. Bellamy, Bamberg; G. W. 
Sawyer, Monetta; and R. H. Patton 
of Gray Court. 
• The combined social committee 
is planning a fish supper to be'held 
tomorrow night at the 'Y' cabin 
Approximately twenty-five mem- 
bers and several guests aie expect- 
ed to' attend the social which is the 
second of this school year. 
Clemson Linksters 
Down Woflord 19-2 
The Tiger Golf Team contin- 
ued their mastery of the Boscobel 
course by trouncing the Wofford 
linksters 19-2 in a match played 
last Wednesday. 
Freshman Leonard Yaun of 
Aiken was medalist for the day 
with a one-over,par 72. His play 
on the fairways, as well as on 
the greens, was far above aver- 
age. 
Summary: 
Yaun (C) defeated Harwell 
(W) 2-1. 
Allison (C) defeated Box (W) 
3-0. 
Yaun and Allison (C) defeated 
Harwell and Box (W) 2-1. 
James (C) defeated Kelly <W) 
3-0. 
Woodard (C) defeated Whatley 
(W) 3-0. 
Jakes and oodard (C) defeated 
Jakes and Woodard (C) de- 
feated Kelly and Whatley (W) 
3-0. 
Johnson (C) defeated Perry 
(W) 3-0. 
Ball Attends Engineers 
Meeting At Ga. Tech 
W. L. Rail, of the electrical en- 
gineering department is attending 
the distribution engineering con- 
ference at Georgia Institute of 
Technology. 
The meeting is sponsored by 
Georgia Tech. 
Professors, Students 
Attend Ky. Meet 
Professor F. T. Tingley, Profes- 
sor H. N. Poe, and five students 
are attending the district meeting 
of the American Institute of Elec 
trical Engineers at Louisville, Ky. 
The meeting began Wednesday, 
April 22 and will adjourn tomor- 
row. 
The student convention is being 
held in connection with the adult 
convention so that the students 
may attend the professional meet- 
ings and meet the professional en- 
gineers attending the conference. 
KEITH DAVENPORT 
NTMS To Hold 
Banquet April 7 
The Natidnal Textile Manufac- 
turing Society held a meeting on 
Tuesday, April 7. Mr. Gaston 
Gage, Head of the Yarn Manufac- 
turing Department, spoke to mem- 
bers of The National Textile Man- 
ufacturing Society, and to mem- 
bers of the freshman and sopho- 
more classes on the new and old 
grade point systems. 
Plans for a banquet were dis- 
cussed. The banquet will be held 
at 7:00 p. m., April 24, in the 
Clemson House Gold Room. 
Dr. G. W. Crawford, of the phy- 
sics department, will be the guest 
speaker. 
Appointments In AF 
Reserve Are Available 
To  Faculty Members 
Direct appointments in the Air 
Force Reserve are now available 
to faculty members on the basis 
of civilian schooling and expe- 
rience. 
Appointments are open in the 
fields of photography-cartogra- 
phy, communications - electro- 
nics, maintenance engineering, 
installation engineering, transpor- 
tation, supply, production pro- 
curement, comptroller, manpower 
management, legal, and research 
and development. 
Those interested in making 
application for appointment 
can get additional information 
from the office of the professor 
of air science and tactics or 
from any United States Air 
Force base. 
Selections are made on the best- 
qualified basis, and only those ap- 
plications fully qualified will be 
considered. 
World Traveler Visits 
Professor Frank Burtner 
By Bobby Mixbn 
More than two and a half years ago, a group of four 
persons set out from Sydney, Australia, bound for England, 
and eventually, the United States Their vessel for the 
30,000-mile trek across two oceans was to be a 46-foot sail- 
ing cutter named the "Waltzing Matilda." Included in the 
group were Keith Davenport, a newspapermen for the 
Sidney Sun; Philip, his brother and owner of the boat; Ro- 
setta, Philip's wife; and Don Brown, a friend. 
Keith Davenport, who is now 
visiting Frank Burtner, professor 
of sociology at Clemson, whom he 
met while they were students to- 
gether at the University of North 
Carolina, gives', an interesting ac- 
count of the voyage, which lasted 
ten months as contrasted with the 
four days required for an airplane 
trip. 
DAVENPORT'S BROTHER is an 
airline pilot by profession with the 
Sidney-to-London route as his reg- 
ular run. Both of the brothers 
served with the Royal Australian 
Air Force in England during 
World War II. 
It was back in 1950 when the 
"Waltzing Matilda" sailed away 
from Australia carrying the two 
brothers on the wandering plea- 
sure cruise which they had always 
wanted to take. 
Their first stop was in New 
Zealand and the plan was to take 
on enough food and supplies at 
each stop-over to last for each 
lap of the journey. The water 
supply created no problem as the 
craft was equipped with huge 
tanks which were capable of 
holding two or three hundred 
gallons of water. 
Almost all of the way across the 
South Pacific, sailing eastward 
from New Zealand, the "Waltzing 
Matilda" used to full advantage 
the "roaring 40's," a term applied 
to the trade winds along the 40th 
parallel. 
Even though the craft is consid- 
ered to be comparably small for an 
ocean-going vessell,  she  success- 
fully weathered one of the fre- 
quent storms for which that area 
of the South Pacific is notorious. 
Using these same trade winds 
which   supposedly   carried   the 
ancient    Polynesians    in    their 
travels   across   the   Pacific, the 
"Waltzing \Matilda"  approached 
the Patagonian Channels along 
the coast of Chile. 
Installation Of Y Officers 
And Cabinet Is Held 
Also, Tom Bookhart, Kingstree; 
Jess White, Greensboro, N. C; 
Terry McMillan, Bamburg; R. C. 
Tanner, Conway; Robert McDaniel, 
eeds; Tommy Green, Sumter; John 
Turner, Blacksburg; Wayne Davis, 
Liberty; W. C. Etheredge, North; 
Weston Weldon, Bennettsville; Ed- 
win Nolley, Mocksville, N. C; and 
Carroll Smith, Travelers Rest. 
The YMCA Cabinet for 1953-54 
was recently installed in services 
held at the YMCA. John Stanley, 
past president of the 'Y' presided. 
Dr. S. J. L. Crouch, pastor of 
the Fort Hill Presbyterian Church 
end head of the department of re- 
ligion, spoke on the subject, "A 
Calf To Christian Service." 
. The installation charge was 
given by Mr. Beri-E. Goodale, pro- 
fessor of dairy and a member of 
the YMCA Advisory Board. 
New Cabinet members are: La- 
mar Neville, Newberry, president; 
Jerry Dempsey, Anderson, vice- 
president; and Jerry Hammett, 
Kingstree, recording secretary. 
Other members are: Philip Por- 
cher, Mt. Pleasant; Jack Sherer, 
Columbia; Joe Lindsay, Clemson; 
Joe O'Cain, Orangeburg; Herbert 
Corbitt, St. Matthews; Jim Sams, 
Jr., Clemson; Robert Tinsley, Lau- 
rens; Frank Byrd, New Orleans, 




Open 'Til 1:00 A. M. 
BILL MARTIN HEATING COMPANY 
Heating and Air Conditioning 
408 N. MAIN STREET ANDERSON, S. 0. 
HALE'S 
Registered Jewelers - American Gem Society 
LEADING JEWELERS AND DIAMOND MERCHANTS 
SINCE 1856 
Greenville South Carolina 
For approximately three hun- 
dred miles the small ship weaved 
its way through the hazardous 
fjords and narrow waterways un- 
til the Straits of Magellan on the 
southern tip of South America 
were reached. 
Then, seventy days after leaving 
their last port in New Zealand, the 
four walked ashore at Punta 
Arenas in Chile. 
THIS MARKED the beginning of 
a series of stops at various cities 
in South America. In Argentina 
at Buenos Aires, the group took a 
vacation of six months before re- 
newing their voyage. 
When they began sailing north- 
ward up the Atlantic coast, the 
quartet touched at Montevideo, 
Rio de Janeiro, and Recife. From 
Recife, a port in Brazil they sailed 
directly for England on a trip 
which was to keep them at sea for 
46 days. 
An entire year was spent in 
the Mother Country, during 
which time Keith worked for the 
Associated Press, and Philip be- 
gan writing a book that was to 
narrate the' events of the voyage. 
This book, entitled "The Voyage 
of the Waltzing Matilda," is 
scheduled to be published in 
May. 
Before leaving England the 
group made a voyage around the 
British Isles, sailing first to Scot- 
land and then across the North Sea 
to Norway, Sweden, and Den- 
mark. 
After returning to England, 
Philip's wife went back to Austra- 
lia, so the two brothers were left 
to make the. return trans-Atlantic 
hop alone. The trip from Ply- 
mouth, England, to Miami, Florida, 
required 59 days. 
WHEN ASKED what could be 
done to amuse oneself in a 46-foot 
(Continued on page 6) 
SKELTON SERVICE STATION 
CLEMSON, S. C. 
See xis for wheel-balancing and let us service your car 
for those week-end trips. 
J. Paul Sheedy* Switched to Wildroot Cream-Oil 
Because He Flunked The Finger-Nail Test 
"LISTEN, BIRD-BRAIN, don't get spar, but I cooed never love you," said Sheedy's 
little chickadee. "Your hair's strictly for the birds! Better remember the tree 
cardinal rules for social success so you won't be an also-wren. 1. Hop to a toilet 
goods counter. 2. Peck up a bottle or tube of Wildroot 
Cream-Oil, America's Favorite Hair Tonic. Contains Lanolin. 
Non-alcholic. Grooms the hair. Relieves dryness. Removes 
goose, ugly dandruff. Helps you pass the Fingef-Nail Tesr. 
3. Use it daily and peeple will love you." Paul got Wildroot 
Cream-Oil for himself and a diamond wing for his tweetie- 
pie. Better buy a bottle or rube today. Or ask for it at your 
barber's. If you don't you're cookoo! 
* of131 So. Harris Hill Rd„ Williamsville, N. Y. 
Wildroot Company, Inc., Buffalo 11, N. Y. 
IT 
Major Jack I. Hamlin has re- 
leased the following statement to 
clarify misconceptions which have 
developed with regard to calling 
Quartermaster ROTC graduates to 
active, duty in other arms and ser- 
vices: 
"At the present time the fol- 
lowing services are approaching 
their authorized strength of junior 
grade officers: Quartermaster 
Corps, Transportation Corps, and 
Military Police Corps. At the same 
time, the following arms and ser- 
vices are belaw strength in these 
grades: Infantry, Armor, Artillery, 
Engineer, Signal, Chemical, Ord- 
nance, and Medical Service. 
"THE SHORTAGE IN these lat- 
ter arms and services total approx- 
imately 1200 officers. Thus, an 
equal number of ROTC graduates 
in June from QMC, TC, and MPC 
will be detailed to the other units 
to balance authorized strengths in 
the Army, 
"This situation, then, will affect 
the Clemson Quartermaster cadets 
who graduate    and    receive their 
commissions on 7 June 1953 only1. 
It does not apply to Distinguished 
Military   Graduates   who   accept 
Regular Army commissions.   Also, 
the Clemson unit is authorized to 
retain a quota of 30% of the Quar- 
termaster graduates who will go on 
active duty with the Quartermas- 
ter Corps as originally scheduled. 
"There are 13 QMC graduates 
this    semester    (not    including 
DMG).   Thus, 4 will serve with 
the,QMC, and the other 9 will 
be detailed to one of the other 
understrength arms or services. 
Note that these 9 graduates will 
he detailed, not assigned t« <••"*•— 
units.    This   means  that they 
will be commissioned as Quar- 
Officers for Tiger Brotherhood, local service fraternity,1 were recently elected for next year. They 
are: left to right—Phillip Forcher, arts and sciences junior of Mt. Pleasant; Joe Lindsay, pre.med- 
icine junior of Clemson, president; Jerry Hammett, animal husbandry junior of Kingstree; and 
Jack Sherer, engineering junior of Columbia.    (Photo by Jack Trimmier). 




Featuring "McGregor" among 
our many famous name brands 
of merchandise. 
DRAKE'S 
Next to Center Theater 
GREENVILLE, S. C. 
termaster officers, and will be 
carried by the Department of the 
Army as QMC "on loan" to the 
other unit. 
"Under certain conditions, these 
officers may be reassigned to QMC 
during their active duty period. In 
any event, upon completion of their 
active duty, they will revert to 
the QMC for their period in the 
reserve, and if called to active duty 
t any later date, will be called 
for Quartermaster duty., 
"This situation is^ neither new 
nor peculiar to the QMC, TC, and 
MPC. For example, last year, the 
Infantry and Armor exceeded their 
authorized strength -of Regular 
Army second lieutenants. As a re- 
sult, one Armor and two Infantry 
Clemson distinguished military 
students were reassigned to the 
Quartermaster Corps. These minor 
readjustments are' necessary "from 
time to time] and any arm or ser- 
vice may be required to make such 
an adjustment. 
"OF THE 13 Quartermaster 
graduates involved, the following 
tour cadets have bean selected to 
fill the Quartermaster quota of 
30%: Leonard C. Butler, Louis L. 
Henry, Charles R. Mabry, and 
James G. McGee, Jr. The other 9 
Quartermaster graduates listed be- 
low will be placed "on loan" to the 
service indicated insofar as pos- 
sible: Ordnance Corps—James F. 
Claffy, Ralph Clayton, Jr., Thomas 
J. Gibson, Robert T. Hollingsworth, 
Claude J. Parker, Jr.; Medical Ser- 
vice Corps—Butler R. Elrod, Wil- 
ton J. Gibson, Jr., James D. Quar- 
les and Milledge D. Shull." 
Alpha Phi Omega 
Takes 14 Pledges 
At Initiation 
\ • 
Formal initiation for fourteen 
pledges of Alpha Phi Omega was 
held Monday night at the fra- 
ternity's annual bansuet held at 
Klutz's Steak House. 
New officers for next year were 
also installed at the banquet. New 
officers are Arnold Gaillard, Flor- 
ence, president; Bill Key, Colum- 
bia, vice-president; Earle Carnes, 
Tonnawanda, N. Y., recording sec- 
letary; Jesse White, Greensboro, N. 
C, corresponding secretary; and 
George Bennett, Columbia, trea- 
surer. 
Mr. ■ Frank Burtner, assistant 
professor of socialogy and faculty 
advisor of Alpha Phi Omega, was 
presented a key of the organiza- 
tion for his distinguished servica 
to the fraternity and other organ- 
izations on the campus. 
Clemson Men Always Welcome at 
THE ELITE 
Anderson, S. 0. 
BAILES-McCRACKEN CO. 
Shop Bailes-McCracken Co. in Sen- 
eca, South Carolina, Friday, Satur- 
day, and Monday, April 24,25, and 
27, for special values in their Bar- 
gain Basement. 
CONSIDERATION WILL ALWAYS 
BE SHOWN TO ANY 
CLEMSON STUDENT 
BAILES-McCRACKEN CO. 
SENECA, S. 6. 
LUCKIES 
TASTE BETTER! 
Cleaner, -Fresher, Smoother! 
Ask yourself this question: Why do I smoke? 
You know, yourself, you smoke for enjoyment. 
And you get enjoyment only from the taste of a 
cigarette. 
Luckies taste better—cleaner, fresher, smoother! 
Why? Luckies are made better to taste better. And, 
what's more, Luckies are made of fine tobacco. 
L.S./M.F.T-Lucky Strike Means Fine Tobacco. 
So, for the thing you want most in a cigarette... 
for better taste—for the cleaner, fresher, smoother, 
taste of Lucky Strike ... 
Be Happy-G© LUCK?! 
t/nJV' ersity 
COLLEGE STUDENTS PREFER LUCKIES 
IN NATION-WIDE SURVEYI 
Nation-wide survey based on actual student in- 
terviews in 80 leading colleges reveals more 
smokers prefer Luckies than any other cigarette 
by a wide margin. No. 1 reason—Luckies' better 
taste. Survey also shows Lucky Strike4 gained 
far more smokers in these colleges than the na- 
tion's two other principal brands combined. 
O A. T. Co. PRODUCT   Or.c^jMtiami/MCKV&vatW   AMERICA'S LBADINQ MANUFACTURER  Or CIOARITTB1 
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BRADLEY DESIGNS PLAQUE 
FOR CHURCH MEMORIAL 
Minarets Will 
Sponsor Banquet 
The Minarets, honorary archi- 
tectural fraternity, is sponsoring 
the architecture department's an- 
nual banquet to be held in the 
lounge of the Clemson House at 
8:00 p. m. Friday, April 24. 
A reception will be held at the 
Clemson House from 4:00 to 6:00 
p. m. at which time the students 
will be able to meet and talk with 
the visiting speaker, Dean Henry 
L. Kamphaefner, of the architec- 
ture department at North Carolina 
State College. 
By John Patrick 
Too often when men retire, they 
find that they have nothing left 
to occupy their minds and hands. 
These find that the long sought 
time of retirement is not a time of 
peace and happiness as they had 
visioned it, but is instead filled 
with days of boredom. One man. 
at least, at Clemson has never had 
to face this problem. 
Professor M. E. Bradley, former 
head of the English Department 
and affectionately known as 
"Prep" to hundreds of his former 
students, still finds his days pleas- 
antly filled with a variety of in- 
terests. Perhaps his most inter- 
esting hobby is that of wood- 
carving. 
ALTHOUGH HE occasionally 
Uses special woodcarving knives 
and chisels, Mr. Bradley's favorite 
tool is a plain pocket knife. Work- 
ing with close grained woods suchj,. 
as boxwood, holly, walnut, and ma-!'1 
hogany,  he has turned out  some 
NOTICE 
Students who have not picked 
up their driver's licenses at the 
fire station are requested to do 
so this Friday. Paper licenses 
may be secured over the counter 
in a matter of minutes. The pa- 
trolman will be at the Fire Sta- 
tion from the hours of 9-12 and 
1-5 Friday only. 
Dr. F. M. Kinard, dean of the School of Arts 
and Sciences here at Clemson, proudly con- 
gratulates the three men out of the student 
body who were recorded as doing: exceptionally 
g-ood work in all their subjects in the recent 
mid-semester scholastic reports. The students, 
from left to right, Charles I. Sanders, arts and 
sciences freshman from Ninety Six; William P. 
Hood, pre-med freshman from Hickory Grove; 
and Joseph Lindsay, III. pre.med junior from 
Clemson, are all enrolled in his school. (Clem- 
son College News Bureau photo by Jack Trim- 
mier). 
Lindsay, Sanders And 
Hood Receive All Pink Slips 
BRADLEY 
beautiful pieces. 
Among his most prized carv- 
ings  is  that   of  a  man's  hea^ 
which he carved from the root of 
a  walnut.    Mr.  Bradley  states 
that the secret of carving this 
piece, as in all other carvings, 
is adaptation of the grain to the 
finished carving. 
Under his skilled hand, another 
part of this root has been fashion- 
ed  into a nine-inch  replica of  a 
large buck, which represents "the 
one that got away" from Mr. Mar- 
shall Bell of the Mathematics De- 
partment    while    on' a    hunt in 
Hampton County. 
WHILE MR. BRADLEY carves 
mostly for recreation, he has also 
done the carving for several pla 
ques. After he has carved the 
designs and letters, the wooden 
plaques are used as patterns from 
which the finished bronze memo- 
rials are produced. 
He is now working on a very 
complicated design involving the 
state seal.   The plaque pictured 
above illustrates a memorial the 
pattern   of   which   was   carved 
by  Mr.   Bradley.   This   plaque, 
located    in    the    Presbyterian 
Church,  demonstrates  the need 
of a steady hand and a patience 
which few ever attain. 
Besides his hobby of woodcarv- 
ing,   Prof.   Bradley   has   become 
quite   proficient  in   plaster   work 
and painting.   His work with plas- 
ter,  which is  strengthened  by   a 
wire  mesh  base,  ranges  from   a 
model landscape for his son's toy 
train to the design of the  organ 
grill in the Presbyterian Church. 
Another excellent piece of plas- 
ter work is a relief map of Gre- n- 
wood County which was on dis- 
play at the Cotton Exposition in 
New York during the late 1920s. 
HIS PAINTINGS, like the rest 
of his work, are exceptional. One 
of particular interest is a picture 
of his old home painted from a 
photograph after the house had 
burned. 
Even though the photograph was 
an old one, every detail, from the 
brick in the chimneys to the front 
gate, is clearly depicted in his 
painting. 
Mr. Bradley came to Clemson 
in 1901 and has lived on the 
campus ever since. He received 
his degree from Erskine College 
in 1898, after entering directly 
into the junior class two years 
previously. 
Perhaps Professor Bradley's ar- 
understood in the light of the 
fact that his mother composed 
music which has been published 
and painted nearly one thousand 
pictures, several of which may be 
seen hanging in Mr. Bradley's 
home. 
It is truly inspiring to see a man 
who has.retired from active work 
still enthusiastically engaged in 
hobbies that are both worthwhile 
and beautiful. 
CLEMSON LINKSTERS 
(Continued from Page 4) 
21/2-1/2. 
Woodard   (C)   defeated  Morri- 
son 3-0. 
James   and   Woodard   (C)     de- 
feated Stobble and Morrison 3-0. 
Allison   (C)   defeated    Picquet 
3-0. 
Larisey   (C)   tied   Irick   1 1/2-1 
1/2. 
Allison  and  Larisey  tied  Irick 
and Picquet 1 1/2-11/2. 
WORLD TRAVELER 
(Continued from page 5> 
boat for almost two months at 
sea, Davenport replied that there 
was much work to be done in the 
navigation of the ship, especially 
when it is limited to a crew of two. 
The "Waltzing Matilda" docked 
at Miami about two months ago. 
From there she was taken to New 
York, where Philip Davenport ex- 
pects to sell her. 
Keith, who insists that his last 
name be pronounced with a long 
"a", does not have much to add to 
the popular conception which 
Americans have of the "Land 
Down Under,"  that  is,  an island 
In the recent mid-semester re- 
ports which showed better scholas- 
tic results than any semester for 
the past two years, three Clemson 
students were reported as doing 
exceptionally good work in every 
subject which they were taking. 
The students, Joseph Lindsay, 
III, pre-med junior of Clemson: 
Charles I. Sanders, arts and 
sciences freshman of Ninety-Six; 
and William P. 'Hood, pre-med 
freshman of Hickory Grove, are 
all enrolled in the School of Arts 
and Sciences. 
ALL THREE HAVE a previous 
record of scholastic excellence. 
Lindsay in five semesters and 35 
courses has made 32 "A's" and 3 
"B's". Also an outstanding stu- 
dent leader, he is president of the 
Tiger Brotherhood, local service 
fraternity and a member of Blue 
Key, national collegiate leader- 
ship organization. 
Sanders and Hood both made an 
"A" in every subject which they 
took during their first  and  only 
semester at Clemson. Both were 
recently taken into Phi Eta Sigma, 
national freshman honor fratern- 
ity. 
Sanders, the son of Lt. Col. 
Henry I. Sanders, a Clemson grad- 
uate in the class of 1928, attended 
high school in Peru where his 
father was stationed wit ha U. S.! 
military mission. He is a mem-i 
ber of the Tiger staff. 
Hood is also active in extracur- 
ricula activities on the campus fee-1 
ing a member of the freshman drill 
platoon. 
THE IMPROVEMENT in scho-; 
lastic work at Clemson this semes- 
ter  was shown by a  decrease in 
the percentage of students record- 
ed as deficient and an increase in I 
the percentage of those recorded as; 
doing exceptionally good work. 
PHI KAPPA PHI 
(Continued from page 1) 
Wagner. 
The faculty members that are 
being initiated into the fraternity 
are: Dr. J. Hi Cochran, associate 
entomologist of the South Caro- 
lina Experiment Station; H. M. 
Cox, acting head of the English 
department; J. B. Gentry, asso- 
ciate professor of vocational edu- 
cation; A. T. Hind, associate pro- 
fessor of mathematics. 
John  J. Harper,  a  graduate  in 
the class of 1940, is the alumni 
member. Mr. Harper is now as- 
sistant professor of aeronautics at 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
in Atlanta, Georgia. 
'Modern Marriage' 
Films To Be Shown 
Kappa Phi Kappa, education fra- 
ternity, and Iota Lambda Sigma, 
industrial education fraternity, will 
sponsor a series of five films on 
Modern Marriage to be held in 
the chemistry auditorium May 18 
and 19. 
The films are scheduled to begin 
at 6:45 p. m. and will run approx- 
imately 45 minutes each night. 
Films 1 and 2 will be shown on 
Monday night and films 3, 4, and 
5 will be shown on Tuesday night. 
The films shown at Clemson in 
1951 are being brought back by 
popular demand. At the last 
showings mare than two hundred 
people were turned away for lack 
of room on the first run and the 
auditorium was completely full on 
the second run. 
Film 1 entitled "This Charming 
Couple" and film 2 "Marriage To- 
day" will be shown Monday, May 
18. The three films to be shown 
on Tuesday night, May 19 are: 
"Choosing for Happiness", "It 
Takes All Kinds", and "Who's 
Boss." 
No admission will be charged at 
either showing of the films. 
EAT AT 
Sam's Luncheonette 
116 North Main Street 
ANDERSON, S. C. 
We are taking orders now for tux and dinner 
jackets for the Junior-Senior Banquet and Dance. 
A complete selection to choose from. 
We rent everything except shoes, socks, and underwear 
CLEMSON liiOtfS SENECA 
'Where Quality Is The By-Word" 
FREE    PRIZES    FREE 
You are cordially invited to our Reopening 
Party at our new location in Clemson, for- 
merly Harper's Building, April 24. 
$200 in prizes will be given away absolute- 
ly free, nothing to buy . . . just register . . . 
Drawings will be held Saturday, April 25, at 
11:30 a. m. You will not have to be present 
to win. 
We wish to take this opportunity to thank 
each and everyone of you for your loyal 
support, and now, in our new and larger lo- 
cation we will be able to serve you better. 
Thanks, 
D. S. Abbott, Jr., 
A-    Owner 
Seneca Clemson 
GRESSETTE IS 
(Continued from page 1) 
Stockton,  Ga.,   547:   and Joe  W. 
O'Cain of Orangeburg, 538. 
Others in the race for Senior 
Council were Phillip G. Porcher 
of Mt. Pleasant; Richard A. Mc- 
Mahan of Columbia; Donald B. 
Dunlap of Rock Hill; Ben C. 
Chrietzberg of Williamston; Rob- 
ert W. Tinsley of Laurens; James 
T. McCarter of Taylors; Edwin F. 
Nolley of Mccksville, N. C; and 
Richard O. Hull of Rocky River, 
Ohio. 
The election was conducted at a 
poll set up in front of the Juice 
Shop. The total vote was the 
highest ever recorded. 
noted for its kangeroos and tennis 
players. 
Sporting Goods Hardware 
SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO. 
ANDERSON, S. C. 
J. E. SIRRINE COMPANY 
—Engineers— 
GREENVILLE SOUTH CAROLINA 
Pre-School Clinic 
Be Held April 28 
A pre-school clinic will be held 
at the Calhoun-Clemson high 
school at 9:00, April 28. 
Any child that is six years old 
by November  1   is  asked  to be? 
registered at the clinic. 
Br.    Ballard,   Pickens    County 
physician,  will be  at the  school j 
to give shots and make physical 
examinations. 
PICTURES  AT 
CLEMSON "Y" 
"ON  THE  CAMPUS" 
April 24-25 
THE BLUE GARDENIA" 
Ann Baxter, Richard Conte 
April 24 
"RED LIGHT" 
George Raft,  Virginia Mayo 
April 25   (Morning) 
"THE C MAN" 
Dean  Jagger,  John   Carradine 
Admission 9 c 
April  25 
"PANCHO VTLLA RETURNS* 
Leo  Corillo,  Esther Fernandez 
April 27 
"HIGH NOON" 
Gary Cooper,  Gene Kelly 
April 28-29 
"BREAKING THE SOUND 
BARRIER" 
Ann   Todd,   Ralph   Richardson 
April 30 
"TREASURE OF THE 
GOLDEN CONDOR" 
Cornel Wilde, Constance Smith 
It works wonders 
to help 
HIDE AND HEAL 
BLEMISHES! 
NEW! TUSSY 
ANTI-BLEMISH SET 7 wo TAX 
Now you can do something aboat the heartbreak of 
blemishes. Two simple steps! 
1) First, cleanse with mecHcatecTYussy Creamy Masqae. 
Actually "washes away" excess oil and grime that so many 
blackheads, whiteheads and pimples of acne "feed" on. 
2) Next, apply Tussy Medicated Lotion. Helps hide 
and dry up blemishes. Skin-colored; doesn't show under 
powder. Both blemish aids contain hexachlorophene to 
reduce skin bacteria. Get the set today! 
L. C. MARTIN DRUG CO. 
"THE REXALL STORE" 
Phone 6661 Clemson, South Carolina 
You Can Depend on - - - 
Complete Coverage 
in 
Wit Kv^tntm Mhymhvfr 
•CAPITAL NEWS BUREAU 
with Brim Rykard 
•WASHINGTON NEWS BUREAU 
with Wilton Hall, Jr. 
•CLEMSON NEWS BUREAU 





• . . and many others! 
We don't believe you can find a more complete 
and comprehensive presentation of the 
news you want to read, the features that you 
enjoy, the abundance of spot news pictures 
that tell their own story, than in your Anderson 
Independent.... "South Carolina's Most 
Interesting Newspaper."   At home and away 
you'll want to have The Independent follow 
you, so when you leave for vacation, just remind 
us of your temporary address. 
SPORTS... 
And don't forget. The Indepen- 
dent Sports Department brings you 
local and national coverage .... as 
well as timely, pertinent comment by 
many of the nation's leading Sports 
Authorities. 
t&fr. Anfee&m InOepenWttf 
"South Carolina's Most Interesting Newspaper" 
I Yes, I want THE INDEPENDENT—Start it to this a 
dress: 
NAME  ,  
STREET AND NUMBER  
TOWN AND STATE  
 Send Bill  
d-1 
.Have Carrier Collect 
L 
MAIL TO THE INDEPENDENT 
ANDERSON, S. C. 
